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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION
About this report
This report sets out findings from an evaluation of the Champions Board approach.
The evaluation took place between spring 2020 and autumn 2021.
The Champions Board approach covers 21 Champions Boards which have received
funding from the Life Changes Trust, and a National Network of Champions Boards.
Champions Boards aim to support young people with care experience to engage,
challenge and influence those who make decisions about services which affect their
lives, leading to positive change.

The Life Changes Trust
The Life Changes Trust (the Trust) is a charity that was established in 2013 with a
£50 million spend-out endowment from the National Lottery Community Fund. The
Trust invests in people living with dementia, the unpaid carers of people living with
dementia and, relevant to this report, young people with care experience (aged 14 to
30). The Trust aims to get alongside people so that they can be influential, build
strong relationships and exercise their rights. It believes that people are experts by
unique experience and that the voice of lived experience is the key to
transformational change.
The Life Changes Trust was originally due to run from 2013 to 2023. However, in
response to the Covid-19 pandemic, in August 2020 the Trust decided to intensify its
work and close in March 2022. This was to increase the funds available to support
people with dementia and young people with care experience, intensify the
contribution over an 18-month period, maximise resources and respond to the
challenges and opportunities in the new context.

Purpose of the evaluation
The Life Changes Trust commissioned an independent evaluation of the Champions
Boards approach in spring 2020.
The overall purpose of the evaluation project was to explore the impact of the
investment in the Champions Board approach, particularly in terms of:
•
•

nurturing leadership capability, developing skills and growing aspiration
amongst young people with care experience
contributing to wider systems change for young people with care experience.
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The evaluation project has two distinct but interrelated parts. It includes an
assessment of the outcomes achieved by the Champions Boards and the national
Champions Board Network.
There are 21 Champions Boards across Scotland which have received funding from
the Life Changes Trust. The national Champions Board network brings together
these Boards, and others which have not been funded by the Life Changes Trust but
take similar approaches. The network helps Boards to share learning, reflect on
practice and support one another in their work with young people with care
experience.
The evaluation is strongly focused on impact. The Life Changes Trust wishes the
evaluation to explore the following themes:
CHAMPIONS BOARDS
Impact on young people’s
confidence, skills, activity in
communities and positive
relationships
Impact on organisations commitment, knowledge, skills and
capacity

THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONS BOARD
NETWORK
Impact on staff and young people in
developing leadership skills
Impact of the Network in giving
Champions Boards opportunities to
strengthen their participation and
engagement approach

Impact on policy, practice and
services - in terms of the needs and
Impact of the Network on collaboration
aspirations of young people with
across authorities and regions
care experience
Impact on public awareness and
Effectiveness of the Network in enabling
attitudes towards young people with
sharing of learning from different
care experience
Champions Boards
Contribution to wider systems change - culture, engagement, employment,
collaboration, learning and reflection
The evaluation of the Champions Board approach was originally planned to take
place from spring 2020 through to summer 2021. However, as the evaluation was in
its inception stages, the global public health situation deteriorated due to the
emergence of Covid-19. The Life Changes Trust therefore extended the timescales
for the evaluation through to September 2021 for reporting, and October and
November 2021 for dissemination and awareness raising activity.
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Our approach to the evaluation
Our overall vision for the evaluation was:

Our detailed approach to the evaluation is set out below.

Strand 1: Desktop review

We undertook a review of existing monitoring, evaluation and learning information
including self-evaluation reports, Champions Boards scorecards, learning reports,
funding information and other relevant information 1.

Strand 2: Early engagement with Champions Boards

We engaged with each of the Champions Boards to discuss how the evaluation
could best complement their existing self-evaluation activity. We originally envisaged
visiting each Board to discuss our approach with the Board lead or Development
Officer 2, young people and partners. Instead, we undertook this engagement online
and over the phone.
This involved a wide range of different activities, including:
•
•

attending peer learning online events with Champions Boards - to discuss our
overall approach and review research tools
individual telephone and online conversations with the lead(s) at each Board
to agree our approach and timescales

Champions Boards produce their own reports reflecting on progress on an annual basis, and at the
end of their funding period. The Life Changes Trust commissioned a scorecard exploring progress in
Champions Boards across a number of areas, in 2016, 2018 and 2021. The Life Changes Trust also
produced reports pulling together the impact and learning from early Champions Board activity in
2016/17 and 2017/18.
2 Job titles varied and were sometimes linked to a wider role in youth work, children’s rights or
corporate parenting e.g. Champions Board and Corporate Parenting Manager, Quality Assurance
Officer For Care Experienced Young People or Care Experienced Young People's Coordinator.
1
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•
•

online group discussions with young people to plan evaluation work in their
area
Board leads engaging with young people and partners to explore how they
would like to be involved in the evaluation.

Strand 3: Fieldwork with Champions Board staff and partners

We spoke with staff and partners involved in each Board including Board leads,
Participation Assistants, local authority officers, elected members, teachers, NHS
staff, Police Scotland, Skills Development Scotland (SDS), charitable groups and
others. Initially we aimed to spend a day with each Champions Board speaking with
staff and partners.
Fieldwork with staff and partners began in October 2020, in the Boards which were
ready to engage in the evaluation. Most Boards indicated a preference for individual
online or telephone interviews for staff and partners. A small minority were involved
in small group discussions or through an online survey. Overall we spoke with 44
staff and 96 partners.

Strand 4: Fieldwork with young people

Gathering views from young people was central to our evaluation approach. We
initially aimed to visit each Board directly and involve between four and eight young
people per Board - towards the lower end if undertaking individual discussions, and
the upper end if undertaking joint discussion groups.
However, the context changed significantly as we began this work and no face-toface fieldwork was possible. At first, over the fieldwork period for the interim report,
most Champions Boards originally requested that we wait until 2021 to undertake
our research with young people. Boards believed that face-to-face work would be
preferable for the young people they worked with. Initially most Boards believed that
face-to-face fieldwork would be possible by early 2021. However, as it became
apparent that this would not be an option, Boards revisited their approaches to
engaging with young people and exploring how they could be involved in the
evaluation.
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From October 2020 to June 2021, Champions Boards supported this evaluation
greatly through identifying young people who could engage over the phone, in online
individual or group discussions, or through an in-depth supported online survey.
Overall, for this final report the views of 67 young people were gathered from 17
different Boards.
Young people received a £10 voucher to thank them for their time. It is worth noting
that there is some cross-over between young people and staff. A small number of
the young people we interviewed had done some paid work for their Champions
Board or were about to do so.

Strand 5: Peer evaluation

The Trust was clear that a broad range of young people with care experience should
be involved in the evaluation in a creative and empowering way. The Trust also set
out its expectations that young people would be fully involved in the evaluation
process, as peer evaluators.
We strongly believe that the involvement of young people with care experience as
young evaluators strengthens this evaluation.
We involved a total of eleven young people as peer evaluators, as part of our
research team. The young people got involved through different routes, with two
recruited through the Trust’s Participatory Evaluation Project, and nine recruited
through Champions Boards. All peer evaluators were paid at the Living Wage for the
time they dedicated to the evaluation and spent between 2 and 19 hours of their time
on the work.
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Strand 6: Reporting

This report sets out the findings of the evaluation.
Qualitative information was analysed using manual thematic coding, to identify key
themes, divergences and trends. Quotes, case studies and examples are used to
demonstrate key points. All case studies featuring young people have been
anonymised to protect people’s identity.
To ensure that the report was led as much as possible by the views of young people,
the report is structured under the themes identified from the interviews with young
people - which were analysed first, before adding staff and partner views.
Our reflections on learning from the evaluation process are included at Appendix
Two.
A separate Summary report which sets out key themes and high level findings is also
available on the Life Changes Trust website.

Links with wider evaluation activity
The Life Changes Trust is committed to learning and evaluation. This evaluation of
the impact of the Champions Boards has been designed to complement the selfevaluation work already being undertaken by each Champions Board individually.
This evaluation also complements the Champions Board scorecard, a survey of
Champions Board stakeholders undertaken every two years which focuses largely
on process. The findings of the scorecard from 2020, 2018 and 2016 are woven into
relevant sections in this report. Our fieldwork was paused in January 2021 for one
month to allow Champions Boards to focus on their scorecard responses for 2020.
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Chapter Two

CHAMPIONS BOARDS
Introduction
This chapter explores the context to the Champions Board approach. It covers the
purpose and context to Champions Boards, funding from the Trust, the Champions
Board approach and the National Network.

Champions Boards’ purpose and context
Champions Boards aim to support young people with care experience to engage,
challenge and influence those who make decisions about services which affect their
lives, and to lead positive change and build tailored and responsive services. They
provide a space for young people, Corporate Parents and other professionals to
come together to radically improve the way services are designed and delivered.
The Champions Board approach sits within a wider context in Scotland of
strengthening young people’s rights and approaches to corporate parenting.

The Promise

As the Champions Board approach was being developed, in 2016, the First Minister
made a commitment to figure out how Scotland could love its most vulnerable
children and give them the childhood they deserve. She commissioned the
Independent Care Review, a root and branch review of the care system.
Between February 2017 and February 2020, the Care Review worked to explore
how to keep the promise the First Minister had made. The Care Review heard over
5,500 experiences from children, young people and adults who had lived in care,
their families, and the paid and unpaid workforce. This commitment put Champions
Boards on the political map in a way that was not expected at the outset, with many
Boards involved in work to inform the review which published its findings in February
2020.
The Care Review published seven reports, with ‘The Promise’ setting out a vision for
Scotland based on five foundations. There is cross-party support and broad
commitment to keep The Promise, and The Plan which sets out the changes that will
need to take place between 2020 and 2030. The initial phase focuses on the most
urgent and immediate changes, from 2021 to 2024. Plan 21-24 was published in
March 2021 3. It focuses on the priority areas of a good childhood, whole family
support, supporting the workforce, planning and building capacity. Through this work,
there have been a wide range of changes to law, policy and practice to date, and
more changes planned for the future.
3

https://thepromise.scot/plan-21-24-pdf-spread.pdf
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The Scottish Care Leavers Covenant

Over this time, wider contextual developments also influenced the environment in
which Champions Boards were operating.
As the Champions Boards approach was being developed, the Scottish Care
Leavers Covenant was launched in 2015. The Scottish Care Leavers Covenant is
making a commitment to young people with care experience that they matter, with
the intention of closing the gap between policy and practice for young people leaving
care. It supports Corporate Parents to deliver changes in actions and practice, to
improve the lives of young people with care experience. This provided an important
framework for Champions Boards to implement change and address gaps and
disadvantage for young people leaving care.
This work was supported by CELCIS (the Centre for Excellence for Children’s Care
and Protection) which was established in 2011 and is core funded by the Scottish
Government. CELCIS supports positive and lasting improvements in the wellbeing of
children and young people with care experience. A key part of its work focuses on
addressing the ‘implementation gap’ and supporting people to move from knowing
what works, to being able to apply this and make the changes necessary to improve
outcomes for young people.

Corporate parenting

The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 came into effect in April 2015.
As part of the Act, corporate parenting was defined as “the formal and local
partnerships between all services responsible for working together to meet the needs
of looked after children, young people and care leavers.” The Act introduces new
duties and responsibilities for Scottish public bodies defined as Corporate Parents. It
made clear that a good Corporate Parent will want the best outcomes for young
people with care experience, accept responsibility for them and make their needs a
priority. The Act was accompanied by statutory guidance on corporate parenting,
and a programme of wider work exploring being a good Corporate Parent.
In June 2018, the Scottish Government released its first amalgamated report on
corporate parenting and turning legislation into practice together. Champions Board
approaches were discussed throughout the report as examples of good practice. The
Ministerial foreword recognised the value of Champions Boards in giving young
people a voice and influencing activity in areas of real importance to them. The
report also noted the “outstanding success of Champions Boards and other similar
approaches as a forum for our children and young people to have direct, meaningful
involvement in all levels of decision making”.

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child

The work of the Champions Boards also takes place in the wider context of the UN
Convention of the Rights of the Child. This Convention is a legally binding
international agreement setting out the civil, political, economic, social and cultural
rights of every child.
The Convention consists of 54 articles that set out children’s rights and how
governments should work to make them available to all children. All 54 are relevant
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to young people with care experience - including rights around ensuring the best
interests of the child are top priority in all decisions, and the recognition that every
child has the right to express their views, feelings and wishes in all matters affecting
them, and to have their views considered and taken seriously.
The UK ratified the UNCRC in 1991. In 2021, the UNCRC was directly incorporated
into Scottish domestic law. The UNCRC (Incorporation) (Scotland) Bill was
introduced to the Scottish Parliament in September 2020 and unanimously approved
by MSPs in March 2021. This makes it unlawful for public authorities to act
incompatibly with the incorporated UNCRC requirements and gives children and
young people the power to go to court to enforce their rights. Public authorities will
have to comply with children’s rights and report on how they do so every three years,
and children and young people will be supported to be empowered to claim their
rights.

Trust funding for Champions Boards
The Trust has a strong focus on young people with care experience. The Young
People with Care Experience Programme works with young people aged 14 to 30
who have experience in the care system. This includes people who have been
looked after at home, or with a family member as well as those who have been
accommodated away from home in foster care, a residential home or secure care.
The Programme has five key priority areas.
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The Champions Boards are a core element of the Life Change’s Trust’s Young
People with Care Experience Programme. The Trust has funded 21 Champions
Boards across Scotland. The Champions Boards are at different stages of
development. There were three waves of funding from the Life Changes Trust:

Originally, Champions Boards were funded for three years – with a strong focus on
building a sustainable Champions Board approach for the future. However, the Trust
learned early on that three years was not enough time to build a sustainable
Champions Board approach. As a result, all of the Wave 1 funded Boards were
provided with additional funding through to 2021/22. Five of the Wave Two
Champions Boards also received additional funding to support ongoing work up to
2022. Additional funding was provided at a reduced level for most Champions
Boards and had to be supported by match funding to ensure there was an ongoing
focus on sustainability.
Most of the Champions Boards were set up as fresh initiatives. However, some built
on existing groups or forums for youth engagement with young people with care
experience.
The amount of funding that each Board has received varies. For example,
Renfrewshire Champions Board was awarded a larger sum of additional funding for
2019 - 2022 to deliver a step change in the care experiences of young people and
children. A note of funding received is included as Appendix One. All the Champions
Boards provide significant match funding and resources, through cash and/or in-kind
contributions.
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The Champions Board approach
The Champions Board approach is a way of working which supports young people
with care experience to have more influence over the services they receive. They are
guided by broad foundations - values, participation, resources, accountability and
partnerships.

The design of Champions Boards is deliberately flexible. The way each is structured
and run is dependent on local needs and context, and each runs in a different way.
The Life Changes Trust aims to support the development of a sustainable system,
which links well with local arrangements and continues after the end of the project.
Champions Boards are a way of working - an approach - rather than a particular
structure.
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However, overall, there are three broad elements to each Champions Board:
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EXAMPLE: RENFREWSHIRE
Renfrewshire Champions Board re-imagined its model as it was felt that the
previous approach wasn’t achieving real change and lacked accountability. Since
2019, there has been a more focused version of the Champions Board, delivered
in partnership with the local authority. The focus is on leading and influencing
policy changes, to achieve meaningful, transformational change.
The new Board consists of five young people with care experience. The
recruitment of young people was targeted. Early on there was a residential event
so the group could get to know one another and agree key themes to focus on.
The young people do not have regular meetings with Corporate Parents. Instead,
they focus on one topic at a time and engage with the relevant Corporate Parents
and partners for that issue, with the aim of making significant, tangible change.
There is a wider participation group of young people. The Board works hard to
make sure that they think about the wider audience, not just their own experience.
“We have an 80:20 rule. 20% of the views come from us in the Champs group
and 80% comes from the other care experienced young people.”
-YOUNG PERSONEXAMPLE: DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY
The Champions Board in Dumfries and Galloway includes:
• One to one activity to support people to become active and included.
Meetings take place weekly for up to six weeks.
• 10-week issue-based programmes of youth provision in an informal, safe
space in each of 12 local areas - involving both young people with and
without care experience.
• Two geographically focused Listen2Us participation groups which enable
young people to take the lead advocating for young people with care
experience to Corporate Parents and decision makers.
• A Champions Board involving young people and a wide range of Corporate
Parents at senior, decision making level.

The National Champions Board Network
The Trust also funds a national Champions Board network. The network includes the
21 Champions Boards that the Trust funds, as well as eight local authority areas
which do not have a Trust funded Champions Board but have Champions Board
related activity.
The National Network provides opportunities to connect, build skills, share learning
and offer peer support. It is facilitated by an independent Coordinator who works in a
relational way with Champions Board staff and young people. The National Network
Coordinator facilitates collective Board activity through national and regional
Champions Boards events and regular peer learning sessions. The Coordinator has
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also provided intensive and time-limited support to a small number of Boards facing
specific challenges.
The National Network has evolved over time. Before the Covid-19 pandemic there
were a range of face-to-face opportunities, including an annual national event and
regional hubs. From March 2020, work shifted to online provision. There are regular
drop-in online peer learning opportunities open to Champions Board leads,
Participation Assistants, young people and partners. These focus on different
themes of relevance to the Boards.
There are also larger online events with clearly structured agendas, developed from
the interests and needs of the Boards. These focus on learning, sharing ideas and
information, and informal networking and connections.
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Chapter Three

PARTICIPATION
Introduction
This chapter explores experiences of participation in Champions Boards, from the
perspectives of young people, partners and staff. It explores what it feels like to be
involved, and lessons learned around encouraging and supporting participation.
These lessons have strong relevance for the implementation of The Promise across
Scotland. They show the investment and long-term commitment that is needed to
create the right environment for children and young people to have a genuine voice
which can influence the design and delivery of services. They also highlight that
Corporate Parents need to be open to challenge and discomfort if they truly want to
find new ways to listen to young people and change their approach as a result.
Champions Boards have found that working to a shared vision, with clear goals, is
key to success. This has meant being willing to revisit plans and take time to get to
know one another. Finally, it has been important that Boards encourage young
people to engage in different ways, being creative and flexible in their approach and
valuing all forms of participation to remain inclusive.

How a Champions Board feels
Young people, partners and staff were all asked what it feels like to be involved in a
Champions Board. There was a core of commonly used words across all groups:

“

It’s like being part of a family. Knowing there’s people you can
talk to, people you can trust.”
-YOUNG PERSON-
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“

I really can’t over emphasise enough how essential and how
important the Champions Board is…”
-PARTNER, ELECTED MEMBER-

Young people, partners and staff talked about the positive feelings of being involved
in a Champions Board, in terms of:

Overall, young people only used positive words to describe their experiences of
being involved in a Champions Board. None chose to use neutral or negative words
to describe how it feels.
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Four young people involved in this evaluation as peer evaluators were involved in a
discussion about what being involved in a Champions Board felt like, and their
thoughts are illustrated below.

Partners and staff used almost entirely positive words about how a Champions
Board feels and were extremely positive about their experience overall. However, as
well as highlighting very positive feelings around enjoyment, belonging, rights and
bringing about change, staff and partners also described feeling challenged by their
involvement in Champions Boards.

Partners in particular were very honest about reflecting on how the Champions
Board made them feel both positive and also a little frustrated, challenged,
overwhelmed, nervous or scared. Some staff also felt a bit frustrated and exhausted
by their experiences.
Partners spent a lot of time reflecting on why they had these feelings. Most felt that it
was valuable that the Champions Board challenged them, held them to account and
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made them feel a little uncomfortable at times. They felt that this was one of the
ways in which change came about.

“

…as an organisation we need to be brave enough to hear the things
that make us uncomfortable.”
-PARTNER, ELECTED MEMBERA very small minority of partners said they felt very uncomfortable hearing young
people’s stories and responding to young people’s requests when they didn’t know
how to help or bring about change.
Staff also reflected on their feelings, suggesting that it could be frustrating as it can
take such a long time to bring about change. A few felt frustrated because changes
which appeared relatively easy still took a long time. This sense of mixed progress
and frustration among a few staff had been in some instances heightened by the
pandemic.

“

I think the adults feel less comfortable in this setting… especially in
front of other Corporate Parents. The young people are asking them
difficult questions and they don’t want to say the wrong thing.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFF-

Feeling listened to and respected
There was strong agreement across almost all young people, partners and staff that
young people were listened to and respected within the Champions Boards
approach.

Many young people mentioned that they enjoyed being spoken to like an adult and
being asked for their opinion. Young people felt that they had a real opportunity to
take the lead and to influence decision making.

“

People listen to me which I’ve never had before.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

A few young people mentioned that it was often things that may feel small and
detailed to some that made them feel respected - like partners remembering their
names, taking the time to chat to them about the things that are important to them,
eating with them and spending time together. Some said that they knew
professionals were listening to them because they asked questions, discussed
issues or got emotional.
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A few said the only time they felt disrespected was if partners didn’t turn up, didn’t
give a reason, turned up late or didn’t follow the rules of the group - but young
people said that this was rare.
Young people felt very respected by their peers within the Champions Board, with
many feeling that they were like a family and the environment was free, open and
non-judgemental.
However, a few young people felt that their experience of Champions Boards, while
positive overall, was quite varied. A few felt that they were listened to at the
meetings, but then their views weren’t taken forward and there were no outcomes or
changes. This made them feel disappointed and unsure of why this was the case.
Champions Board staff and partners felt that overall young people were able to
express their views well and were listened to and respected. Staff and partners
valued that a lot of Champions Board activity was about listening, consulting,
gathering views and co-producing.

“

… it’s practical, it’s down to earth and we tend to listen rather than
speak. We listen to the young people.”
-PARTNER, ELECTED MEMBER-

However, some staff emphasised that young people sometimes felt they weren’t
listened to because change happened slowly, and there was a lot of talking and
discussing issues.

Involving young people
The evidence from the 2016, 2018 and 2020 Champions Board scorecards is
positive in relation to participation. Results from 2020 show that overall most
respondents felt that a strong core of young people with care experience were
involved, and young people with care experience were well represented.

As part of this evaluation, we asked young people, staff and partners about what
works well in terms of involving young people. The themes emerging were very
similar.

20
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What works - relationships

Taking time to build strong relationships between young people, and between
young people and Corporate Parents, helped to build a strong foundation for
influencing activity. Arts, creativity, social activities and sport proved to be good
methods for building relationships between young people and with partners. Boards
also found that they had to take time to reach out and visit young people, for
example in children’s houses, to build relationships and encourage people to get
involved.
A few staff and partners mentioned that sometimes others, not involved in the
Board, could see relationship building activity as an extravagance and a cost that
had to be justified. A few had to work hard to demonstrate why activity like trips,
residentials and events were important. Staff emphasised that this type of activity
not only helped to build relationships but could mean that people feel more able to
express themselves freely in a safe and supportive environment, while undertaking
another activity.
In some cases, Boards worked hard to build relationships between younger and
older participants. Some talked of building a ‘progression pathway’ for younger
ones - so that while young participants could get involved in fun activity, build
relationships and influence decisions, and then stay involved and bring about
change in the longer term. In some cases this helped participants to see that while
the change they were working on may not directly benefit them, it could help those
who come after them.

EXAMPLE: THEATRE ACCESS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
In Edinburgh, a local theatre company, Capital Theatres, worked with the
Champions Board to produce a film focusing on young people’s experience of the
first 24 hours in care. This provided opportunities for young people to be involved
in all aspects of the production. The theatre company also offered 200 free tickets
to any of their productions, for Champions Board members and other young
people with care experience.
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Boards found that it required concentrated effort to ensure a mix of people with a
range of backgrounds, experiences and geographies. Some found it particularly
challenging to reach people aged 12 and under (with some setting up a minichamps approach to help with this). In rural areas, it could be hard to engage
young people from more isolated areas or across a large geographical area.
Where there were a range of people involved, some Boards found that the range
of personalities and experiences could cause some challenges. Some young
people have found it hard to appreciate that everyone’s story is different and how
to deal with conflict.
Many found that retaining young people could be a challenge. Staff felt that it was
important to accept the intermittent nature of some young people’s attendance
and involvement. In some cases, Boards lost older participants for positive
reasons as they moved on to other activities. However, some found that it was
hard to maintain energy and commitment, with the Board often involving a high
demand on young people’s time. While overall participants were happy with the
mix of young people with care experience on Champions Boards, involving young
people with a mix of different experiences was also identified as an area of
development from the 2016, 2018 and 2020 scorecards.

What works - options, creativity and fun

Young people and Champions Board staff spoke about how important it was to
ensure a range of opportunities, with fluidity and flexibility about what to get
involved in.
Young people particularly emphasised the importance of options, with no pressure
to engage in any one activity. Young people valued having time and space to sit out
if they didn’t want to get involved or choose what type of involvement suited them
best. Many felt that the Champions Boards managed to create a supportive
atmosphere with a range of options available, but without any pressure to engage.

“

Everyone is encouraged to take part but you’re not forced to.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Staff and partners involved in the Boards recognised that not all young people want
to engage in the same way. Boards used social activities, creativity, sport and
drama to engage young people. Staff were keen that every contribution was
recognised as valid. This was felt to require vigilance and an ability to connect
feedback from different places (groups, one to one, consultation, conversations)
and identify themes.
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EXAMPLE: CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
In East Dunbartonshire, the Champions Board set up a choir for young people
and Corporate Parents. The idea was to create an activity which everyone could
take part in and enjoy, to provide informal ways of starting to be involved in the
Board. It also meant that young people and Corporate Parents were learning
together, creating a level playing field and opportunities for building relationships
and sharing experiences.
Staff mentioned that there was value in participation at all levels - and often
listening to a short comment or story from a young person was as powerful as a full
meeting focusing on a certain topic.

“

There’s a lot of freedom and less pressure to get involved, and I think
that empowers them.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFF-

In a small minority of cases, young people, staff and partners expressed some
tensions around a small, core group of young people who may be perceived to get
lots of opportunities, which are not always extended to the wider group. For
example, in a few Boards, there was a focus on working intensively with a smaller
group of young people.
A few felt that because some of the groups were quite small and focused, this
could make it difficult for a wider range of young people to become involved, for
new people to join in or for all voices to be heard. Some also found that as the
Board became well known it was important to protect the young people from over
consultation, and ensure that they are driving the agenda.
EXAMPLE: EAST RENFREWSHIRE
In East Renfrewshire there is a strong focus on developing an inclusive
Champions Board model which is embedded within the local authority structures.
The Board aims to engage young people with care experience who are seldom
heard. The participation worker role now sits within East Renfrewshire Council,
and In Control Scotland works with the Board to support them to become more
inclusive. There are a range of opportunities including:
•
•
•
•

a mini champs group for 6 to 13 year olds
a Youth Intensive Support Participation Group
a Champions Board Fringe Group
through and after care monthly drop in sessions.
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What works - Environment and space

Young people, staff and partners talked about the importance of creating a safe,
welcoming space for the Champions Board. This included thinking about the
physical space, the control young people have over it, the food and refreshments
available and the atmosphere within the space.
Young people particularly talked of the importance of food and drinks in creating an
informal and welcoming feel. Popping in for a cup of tea or pizza and a chat was
seen as much easier and more informal than attending a meeting.
Some staff and partners highlighted the value of a regular venue in building a sense
of belonging and security among young people. Some felt that ensuring that young
people have their own space could help with building relationships.
EXAMPLE: A FAMILIAR SETTING
In Edinburgh, the Champions Board meetings take place in a familiar setting - the
Throughcare Aftercare Hub. The room is comfortable and there is always pizza
ready and waiting for the young people at sessions. The door has restricted
access controls, and the young people have control over the doors during
Champions Board meeting time. There is a focus on creating a welcoming
environment for the young people and a space which builds trust.

At times, finding a suitable physical space for the Champions Board could be a
challenge. In some cases Boards have used funding to create a safe space. For
example, in Stirling, young people put together a successful bid for funding
through the Trust’s Home and Belonging initiative. The new space was opened in
spring 2021. Young people were fully involved in decorating and furnishing the
space, so that there is now a place the young people can call their own. The
space is designed to feel homely, safe and inviting. The young people are
planning to personalise the space with some of their own artwork in the future.
“We get a space in Stirling for care experienced young people to call their own.”
-YOUNG PERSON-
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What works - Support and structure

Boards found that providing individualised support was vital - one to one meetings,
phone calls, lifts or support with public transport. Often young people were
supported to hold pre-meetings before Champions Board meetings, to develop the
agenda, chat to their co-chair and discuss approaches to the meeting. In some
cases, Boards encouraged the older young people to support and mentor the
younger ones, to make sure their views were heard.
Staff and partners recommended taking time to focus on training, development and
support for young people early on, so that they can then engage meaningfully in
discussions and decision making. Approaches such as life coaching and mentoring
worked well for many young people.
Champions Boards learned that in relation to supporting participation and
engagement, having funded, dedicated support roles were essential. These funded
roles provided Boards with the driving force and energy so that all the other
partners and young people can be involved effectively. Without these posts some
felt it was possible that others would lose focus - despite being committed. This
meant that changes to the Board staff teams could be challenging.
Many staff had previously underestimated the amount of time and support young
people needed - and found the engagement was hard to sustain if support was
reduced.
Staff, partners and young people valued the opportunity to recruit a team which
included many young people with care experience as paid members of staff. This
helped ensure the Champions Board was accessible and that young people could
relate to staff and see them as potential role models.

Some staff and partners felt that it was particularly important to support young
people to express their views in a way that wasn’t triggering, overly personal,
difficult or painful for them. There was some concern about young people having to
tell their stories multiple times to achieve change. In some Boards, there was a
focus on anonymised case studies, role play or thematic discussion deliberately to
enable young people to talk about an issue without necessarily talking about
themselves.
In one area staff felt it would be useful to have more training on issues like trauma,
because young people were often discussing sensitive, triggering issues within the
context of Champions Board work.
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Involving partners
Overall, young people, staff and partners felt that the right partners were involved in
Champions Boards. Most said there was a high level of commitment to the Board
from partner organisations. A few indicated that there was a committed core group
of attendees who were highly committed, and a wider group which attended less
regularly or were harder to engage in discussions.
This supports findings from the Champions Board scorecards 2016, 2018 and
2020. Results from 2020 found that:

Key lessons learned around partner participation included the importance of:
•
•
•

relationships between partners and with young people
involving partners at all levels
clear action plans and priorities.

What works - relationships

Many partners felt that they had developed strong relationships with the young
people involved in the Champions Boards. These relationships between young
people and Corporate Parents were felt to be critical for embedding change.
Partners had developed friendships, connected with young people and begun to
care about them. Partners had also developed an understanding of their
experiences, strengths and knowledge. Many were very impressed with how open,
honest and committed the young people involved in their Board were and
impressed by how knowledgeable and articulate they were.
Some partners felt that it was vital to spend time raising awareness of care
experience and corporate parenting among partners, to pave the way for young
people’s participation. It could take time to get key decision makers to the right
place to be able and willing to hear the voices of young people and respond with
compassion and respect. Regular development days and events helped to build
relationships, involving Corporate Parents at multiple levels - managers, directors,
heads of service, elected members and frontline staff. Partners particularly valued
when they were learning together, alongside young people, so that they had a
shared understanding of issues.
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Staff understood that the level of trauma and distress experienced would impact
on how young people present but found that it could be challenging for some
partners to know how best to engage. A few staff were concerned that Corporate
Parents sometimes didn’t understand young people, expected them to behave in
a certain way, or were dismissive or disrespectful of young people and not
understanding of their lives.
Partners themselves often admitted to a high degree of nervousness and
uncertainty around how to engage with young people with care experience, with
a small minority feeling extremely uncomfortable and feeling that they lacked the
skills to engage constructively with young people. This was a particular concern
for a minority who did not feel that their Champions Board was able to bring
about change for young people or did not know what their role could be in
bringing about change, which heightened their uncertainty about how to engage
with young people with care experience.
Some Boards have found they need to work with both partners and young people
to be clearer about understanding triggers and finding solutions so that everyone
can be involved and be heard. Some partners felt that work could be done to
make sure young people and Corporate Parents feel safe in the Champions
Board environment.
EXAMPLE: ROLE PLAY IN DUNDEE
At one Champions Board meeting in Dundee, the young people asked all the
Corporate Parents to put their belongings in a bin bag, to understand how it feels.
A young member of the Board felt that this was very powerful.
“I think it’s really important that the people in charge of your life know how it feels.”
-YOUNG PERSONIn this Board, the young people took part in scenarios to act out the issues
important to them. Young people would think of lots of different ideas and decide
the topics to focus on. The young people then developed projects, assigned roles,
rehearsed these and delivered at workshops that were set up and led by young
people. The young people also helped to facilitate groups where Corporate
Parents work in small groups, to solve a problem.
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EXAMPLE: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
In East Dunbartonshire, the Champions Board spent time building relationships
between corporate partners and young people. For example, Corporate Parents
wrote something personal about themselves on a piece of paper, and it was
passed around the group. This exercise was designed to make staff more aware
of how young people with care experience feel about their information being
passed around and having no control over your personal information. This
exercise was eye opening for some of the people involved. They also spent time
thinking about the simple things they could do, and how the decisions they make
can have an impact on young people with care experience.

What works - Involving partners at all levels

Champions Board staff and partners felt that effective involvement of Corporate
Parents required buy in at lots of different levels, across lots of different teams,
services and organisations. Some felt that this was an important aspect of
ensuring that young people with care experience were not seen as only the
responsibility of social work.
•

Senior attendance - Partners, staff and young people valued the
involvement of senior decision makers within Champion Board structures.
For example, having a local authority Chief Executive leading the Board or
attending the Board helped young people to feel listened to and ensured
that actions were taken forward across the authority. Having other senior
managers able to take decisions in the room was also very important.
However, Champions Boards had to work hard to make sure the
environment did not feel intimidating for young people.

•

Elected members - Some felt it was very useful to involve local elected
members with specific remits, for example convenors, in the Champions
Board. However, some felt that this made the Champions Board feel
political. There were examples of elected members taking lead roles on
policy areas and having a very positive impact, and other examples of
elected members deciding to step back from key roles within Champions
Boards due to tensions in relation to their role and skills.

•

Front line staff - Champions Board staff emphasised the importance of
involving front line staff, in raising awareness of the Champions Board and
building a strong referral network. Front line staff also valued the
opportunity to get involved, and the opportunity to build links with other
partners and young people.
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EXAMPLE: FALKIRK
In Falkirk the formal Champions Board consists of five young people, four
councillors from across the political spectrum and senior officers including the
Chief Executive, corporate parenting lead, Chair of the Children’s Commission
Leadership Group, Champions Board Coordinator and other third and public
sector decision makers. The Board is supported by a Coordinator, Participation
Assistant and a Participation Worker.
There are regular participation opportunities for young people including
participation groups for younger and older young people, sub groups for young
people with specific interests or to focus on particular policy areas, and events,
outings and discrete projects. There is one to one work with young people as
needed.
Staff and partners felt that whoever was involved, it was important that they:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

attended consistently
were keen to contribute
listened to young people
were comfortable with challenge
built good working relationships with partners and young people
followed through on statements or actions made at the meetings
were clear what could change and what couldn’t (and why)
were committed to the Champions Board culture and ethos.

A few staff found it frustrating when internal politics affected their ability to
progress Champions Board priorities. However, a few also mentioned that when
adults were in the presence of young people some behaved more positively and
there was less in-fighting between teams, services or organisations.

What works - Clear roles, responsibilities and action plans

The Champions Board scorecard (2020) found that there was a high degree of
clarity about the purpose of Champions Boards - although this was slightly
impacted by the complexity created by the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Some partners and staff involved in this evaluation stressed the importance of:
•
•
•
•

well chaired and supported meetings with clear agendas
following themes of work, based on young people’s priorities
clear action plans - ideally focused on outcomes - with a shared vision,
owned by young people and partners
regular updates on progress.

Some highlighted that it was a balance to have this structure while retaining an
informal, relaxed, co-produced environment which feels like a young people’s space
rather than a professional space. Some worked towards this through young people
leading and chairing sessions, using creative approaches to exploring issues and
ensuring there is space for informal chat between partners and young people.
EXAMPLE: A CLEAR ACTION PLAN AND PLEDGES
In Aberdeen, there was a feeling in 2017/18 that the Champions Board could
achieve more. After reflection, the Board was embedded into local community
planning structures, the local outcome improvement plan and the integrated
children’s services structure to better link with local structures. A new two year
workplan for 2019 to 2021 was developed, linked to the corporate parenting plan.
Relevant outcomes within the local outcomes improvement plans are the same as
Champions Board outcomes, which helps make sure that everyone is working
towards the same objectives.
“…that same message on outcomes is being reinforced in two different places.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFFPartners were also asked to reaffirm their Champions Board pledge. The new
action plan was co-produced by young people and Corporate Parents. It is much
more focused and more likely to be achieved within the timescale.

Some Boards felt that developing a clear sense of purpose and agreed actions
could be challenging, due to the wide range of partners involved (from the local
authority, wider public sector, third sector and funders including but not limited to
the Life Changes Trust). Some felt that these different interests could, at times,
pull work in different directions. This could include differences in priorities
between third sector organisations supporting the work and public sector
partners, and differences in priorities between local authority services and wider
health and social care partnership activity.
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EXAMPLE: CHALLENGES SETTING UP A CHAMPIONS BOARD
One area tried a range of approaches but was ultimately unsuccessful in setting
up a Champions Board over the funded period. Some participation opportunities
were set up in 2019, but this did not result in meaningful engagement. A model for
the Champions Board was agreed in late 2019, but only a very small number of
young people were able to engage in activity in early 2020. A planned spring 2020
event did not progress due to Covid-19, and there were challenges setting up
engagement opportunities online.
The main challenges were:
•
•
•
•
•

It was difficult to recruit a Coordinator with the required skills - and partners
did not feel able to be clear what the required skills would be.
There was significant turnover and absence among the range of appointed
Coordinators.
It was challenging to manage the Participation Assistant role due to
geography, the pandemic and Coordinator turnover and absences.
There were challenges for some Corporate Parents in reimagining how the
Corporate Parenting Board might operate very differently and give up some
control to engage with young people more effectively.
It was hard to bring young people together due to the geography of the
area, and latterly the restrictions due to Covid-19.

If starting this process again, there would be a stronger focus on jointly
developing a shared understanding of what the Champions Board is and what it
should achieve locally, involving Corporate Parents and young people with care
experience. There would also be greater clarity about the skills required of the
Coordinator, and perhaps a shift to a secondment or internal appointment to
ensure a staff member with the required skills is identified.

Experiences of virtual engagement
This evaluation took place entirely during periods of - often severe - restrictions on
daily life due to Covid-19. The restrictions meant that meeting face to face was
rarely, if at all, possible.
Young people’s perceptions of their involvement in 2020 and 2021 varied
significantly. While some young people felt they had not been involved at all due to
the challenges of lockdown, some felt that virtual engagement had improved their
involvement.
Some young people involved in this evaluation mentioned that during 2020, they
had particularly enjoyed the virtual arrangements for participation. For example:
•
•
•

engagement could feel more equal online
it could be easier to get involved from your own home
it could be easier to meet more regularly
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•

more people were able to take part.

“

I feel that everyone is on the same level.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Some staff agreed that virtual engagement had strengthened young people’s
involvement. Boards found that virtual engagement worked well when:
•
•
•
•
•

there was a core group of young people
activities were used to get natural conversations going
activity packs were provided including the kit young people needed
a range of methods were used including short polls, small group work and
the chat function
young people received support with Wi-Fi, data packs and technology.

EXAMPLE: ONLINE PARTICIPATION INCREASING INVOLVEMENT
In one area, two young people felt that the balance of the Champions Board in
their area had improved since it had to shift online during 2020. Before March, the
young people felt that there were more professionals involved in the Board than
young people. The young people had concerns that professionals would speak
over them, and it was hard to focus on topics and ask questions.
Pre-lockdown, the young people had already been trying to get more young
people involved. However, since online meetings became a necessity, more
young people joined the Board. This helped to re-balance the discussions. The
young people felt that more people were taking part because it saves on travel
and transport costs and is easier to take part from your own home.
EXAMPLE: LISTENING TO YOUNG PEOPLE ONLINE
In East Lothian a trained listener attends all online sessions. Young people are
able to feedback on anything to the trained listener, or another staff member, after
sessions. This means that young people who are quieter can speak up after the
sessions if they are not comfortable to speak online or use the chat function
during the sessions. The Participation Assistants also created a ‘top tips
infograph’ on the best way to deliver digital meetings for young people, which was
shared with partners.
“It means that young people have been able to participate in a much more equal,
fairer and respectful way…”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFFVirtual engagement has worked better for some Boards than others. In particular,
newer Boards found it very difficult to shift their activities online without a strong,
established group.
Some young people said that there were online opportunities, but they didn’t like
engaging online, and preferred to wait until they could attend in person.
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A very small number of young people faced particular challenges engaging online.
For example, one young person we spoke with said that she was very frustrated
and angry because she wasn’t able to attend online sessions because her
children’s home wouldn’t let her do online activities. Working with the Champions
Board, she eventually managed to access online sessions.
A few young people mentioned that they still spoke with Champions Board staff
over the phone, on What’s App, or by meeting outdoors and going for walks as
restrictions allowed. Even where young people didn’t have regular engagement with
the Champions Board they still largely felt they could access help, support or advice
if they needed it. Just one young person we spoke with felt unsupported over the
past year, due to the Champions Board lead leaving and not being replaced.
More widely, throughout the pandemic some Boards have continued to engage
young people and keep in contact with them through practical support - food
parcels, toiletry packages, topping up gas and electricity cards, helping people to
apply for funding and support due to financial difficulties. Some have also
introduced online fun participation opportunities such as group chats, individual
support and chats, arts activities, quizzes, fitness classes and online treasure
hunts.
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Chapter Four

IMPACT ON
PARTICIPANTS
Introduction
This chapter explores the impact of the Champions Boards approach on the young
people taking part in the Boards. It is based on evaluation interviews with 65 young
people, as well as comments from staff and partners and evidence from selfevaluation reports.
The findings in this chapter are important for both Corporate Parenting and rightsbased approaches. They demonstrate the impact of Champions Boards on the
wellbeing of children and young people who describe clearly what they gain from
feeling connected and being part of something. The findings touch on important
rights issues, such as having a voice in decisions that affect your life and highlight
the value of investing in the leadership potential of young people.

About this chapter
This chapter deliberately focuses mainly on the voices of young participants
themselves, in relation to the impact of their involvement in the Champions Board on
their own lives. Wider commentary from staff and partners is explored briefly, but
many staff and partners felt that reflections on impact for young people would be
best coming directly from the young people themselves.
It is worth noting that when exploring impact on participants, many mentioned that
they got involved in the Champions Board to help others, not themselves.

“

We can’t change what’s happened to us, but if we can make a small
change for others maybe that’s good enough.”
-YOUNG PERSON-
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Impact - relationships
Almost all the young people involved in this evaluation felt strongly that the
Champions Board have helped them to build and strengthen relationships.

Relationships with peers

Many young people talked of the Champions Board feeling like a family, with strong
connections between the young people who are involved.

“
“

I’ve built relationships with people here that I’ll keep for life.”
-YOUNG PERSONWe have this connection. We are like a family.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Some felt that otherwise they would be alone or would not have anything else to do.
Activities such as cooking and eating together were particularly valued by some,
helping people to feel connected and included.
EXAMPLE: THE IMPORTANCE OF EATING TOGETHER
“My whole life in children’s homes I was surrounded by people. And then when I
moved out, I was living by myself. It was really daunting. It gets easier but its still
hard. I look forward to the cooking classes because I get to be interacting with
other people. I never spent much time alone as a child and now I’m alone a lot…
Since leaving a children’s home, I’ve never had a Christmas dinner. I would have
a Rustler’s burger or I was drinking because I was alone… It was the best
Christmas I’ve had in a long time.”
-YOUNG PERSONMost young people said that through the Champions Board they talked about and
reflected on who to be friends with.

Some found that the Champions Board helped to emphasise how important it was to
have positive relationships with peers. Some felt that through being involved in the
Board they were better able to choose who to become close to. Some talked about
“hanging around with the wrong crowd” before becoming involved in the Board.
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Some met people through the Board who understood them, and their own situation.
A few young people felt that they were now able to get on better with a wide range of
different people, and a few felt that they were better able to choose who to become
close to.
In a few cases, the Champions Board meetings were one of the few opportunities
that they had to see their brothers and sisters. For example, one young person said
that the best thing about the Champions Board was that he got to see his brother
there. At the same time, another young person only started going to the Champions
Board when her brother stopped, as she did not want to see him.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEERS
Alison* has been involved in the Champions Board for about a year. She attends the
main participation group and also her school group, which she enjoys.
“It’s a place where you can just be yourself… with people who understand and have
similar stories to tell.”
Alison feels that she is not great in social situations, but is getting better. Part of this
is due to the Champions Board, and part due to support from teachers at school.
“I think I’ve grown in confidence… I like trying new things with Champs, like talking to
new people there and interacting with people there.”
*Name changed to protect anonymity

RELATIONSHIPS WITH ADULTS
Penny* got involved in the Champions Board in 2018. It has helped her feel good,
get back to school and develop positive relationships. She feels that with support
from the Champions Board she turned her life around. A few of the adults involved in
the Board came together and formed a ‘life panel’ for her. Whenever she had any
issues she could go to the life panel for advice.
“I felt so happy for the first time in a few months… I stopped getting so angry with
everything and started explaining how I felt.”
Longer term, she now wants to be a social worker because of being involved in the
Champions Board. She is at college studying health and social care and feels
confident she can achieve her goals. Penny is getting married soon, and her maid of
honour is someone she met through the Champions Board.
*Name changed to protect anonymity
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Relationships with adults

Most young people found that the Champions Board helped to develop positive
relationships with adults. When discussing this with young people in more detail,
some indicated that a lot of people did not have good examples of relationships, and
the Champions Board gave them the chance to learn how to build positive
relationships with adults.

“
“

People don’t understand how much young people need adults in their
lives.”
-YOUNG PERSONWhen I was younger I had so much anger and resentment for adults in
my life… Working through (the Champions Board), a worker we had, she
was amazing… I finally felt that I had a relationships with someone I
could trust, I could talk to.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Young people particularly valued working as equals with adults, working jointly
together. Some felt that this helped to build trust and connections. A few said they
were now more likely to ask for help and support. A few mentioned specifically that
the Champions Board had changed their views on social work.

“

I’ve learned to maybe trust authorities a bit more… it’s helped break
those barriers…”
-YOUNG PERSON-
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH ADULTS
Jennifer’s* social work team suggested she join the Champions Board. She likes going
and has found it an empowering way to have her voice heard. Going to the Champions
Board has also made her more aware of how to connect with social work.
“Before I joined, I never really understood what social work was… I had this idea that
all social workers were bad, but now I don’t think that…”
Through the Champions Board, she learned more about social work, and developed
a “banterful” relationship, full of laughter.
“I feel if you connect with people more on a friend basis, you trust them more. And
they speak to you like a normal person.”
*Name changed to protect anonymity

However, two young people felt that they hadn’t been able to build the relationships
that they had hoped for through the Champions Board. One had wanted to explore
through the Board why his relationship with his social worker had changed from
being a friend, and become much more formal. However, he felt that it wasn’t
possible to have this discussion at the Board. Another felt that while most partners
engaged very well, one partner wasn’t so good at listening and relating to young
people 4.

Wider evidence: relationships

Wider evidence from the 2020 Champions Board scorecard found that 93% of
respondents felt that young people had developed positive relationships through the
Board. Staff and partners involved in Champions Boards also felt that young people
developed strong friendships and relationships with their peers. Many staff felt that
young people developed a confidence in the adults around them, in a trusting and
honest environment. Some staff commented that Champions Boards provided a
whole support network, sense of belonging and family, and a place to celebrate
achievements as well as talk about issues or problems.

Confidence
Almost all of the young people involved in this evaluation felt that by being involved
in the Champions Board, they had increased their confidence in a range of different
ways. Some felt that they already had good levels of confidence, but that
involvement had further increased their confidence in a range of situations.

In this area, this issue was also reported in the Board’s self-evaluation reports, which perceived
ongoing issues regarding the balance between local and national priorities for one partner in this area.
4
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It is worth noting that the young people involved in this evaluation were often those
who were most involved in the work of the Champions Board, older young people
and those who were most confident speaking to us on the phone or online. This was
exacerbated by the pandemic, and the necessity to invite young people to volunteer
to take part in remote discussions with researchers that they could not meet face-toface. Some young people felt that others who were younger or less involved had not
necessarily developed the same level of confidence yet.
By being listened to and valued, many young people felt more confident about their
opinions. Many became more confident speaking up, getting their words out, sharing
ideas and encouraging others to listen. This helped to strengthen young people’s
self-esteem, feeling valued and feeling that they were helping others.

“

I feel like I get listened to more, taken seriously. I feel like my opinion
is worth listening to… I think it’s because I’ve not been getting
treated like a child. I’m treated like an adult.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Some felt more confident:
•
•
•

speaking in public, presenting, facilitating meetings and talking to different
audiences
talking to senior people and people they didn’t know
trying new things.

Young people highlighted that the adults they worked with were friendly and
supportive, which helped them to develop their confidence. Some mentioned that
through developing new skills, they felt more confident. Some found that the Board
had given them confidence to go on to do more. Finally, many felt more confident
about their experiences and felt more positive about having care experience.
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BUILDING CONFIDENCE
Amy* got involved in one of the Champions Boards a few years ago. She has
helped shape policy development and supported other young people with care
experience. Her experience has been very positive and she has built strong
relationships with other young people and Champions Board staff.
“Everybody is genuinely so caring… We’re genuinely just like a small family.”
Over time, she has noticed real changes in her confidence levels.
“I’m ten times more confident. I can speak in front of people now, really important
people… I think it’s because (the Champions Board Coordinator) made us feel like
we have a voice, without having an influence on our opinion.”
Taking part in the Board makes her feel happy and connected to others. Amy also
feels the Champions Board has supported her in her wider goals, and wants to go
on to university and study law.
“I just feel so happy and contented to be able to do this… It’s made me feel a lot
less alone.”

*Name changed to protect anonymity

BUILDING CONFIDENCE
Cora* has been involved in her Champions Board since 2015. She has been involved
in lots of activities, meetings and trips. Sometimes activities are informal involving
having a chat with others, sometimes focused on developing life skills like cooking
and sometimes more ‘political’ talking about issues that affect young people with care
experience. Cora said she used to be quiet, and felt that because of the Champions
Board, she has really developed her confidence speaking to people.
“I love it. It’s given me so much confidence. I’m not the girl I was when I started it, I’ve
matured so much...I wouldn’t be as outgoing as I am without the Champions Board.”
Cora felt that she got lots of practical and emotional support through the Champions
Board. She has also been able to develop her professional and learning skills,
through the opportunities available through the Champions Board.
“It’s given me the ability to take up professional opportunities, like social media
training. It’s transformed my personal and professional life…”
*Name changed to protect anonymity
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Wider evidence: confidence

Evidence from Champions Board self-evaluation and staff and partner interviews
also demonstrates a clear impact on the confidence of young people. Staff and
partners said that young people felt more confident, purposeful and connected to
the community, feeling valued and heard and more confident in voicing their
opinions and advocating for others. This meant that some young people were more
able to talk about their rights, explore how decisions are made, and challenge
decisions that affect them.

Opportunities and skills
Opportunities

Champions Boards supported young people to take part in a wide range of new
opportunities. The young people involved in this evaluation enjoyed the range of
activities they had been able to participate in. Activities pre-pandemic included laser
tag, go karting, art, cooking, music and trips in Scotland, the UK and abroad - that
they may not otherwise have taken part in.
Activities during 2020/21 were more limited, and focused on online or outdoor
activities, where restrictions permitted. Outdoor activities included going walks or
having barbeques. Online activities were wide ranging, and included creative
activities, games, quizzes, workshops and discussions. Many young people felt that
opportunities over the past year had been reduced, particularly where young people
did not like engaging online.

Skills

Many young people said that they had developed their skills around teamwork and
leadership. Young people felt that they would use these skills in their everyday
lives.
Many mentioned that they had learned practical life skills, like cooking. A few said
they had tried new foods because of involvement in the Champions Board. Some
developed their interviewing skills through being on the interview panel for new
Champions Board staff.
Many also mentioned that they had learned more about how organisations like their
local council worked. Most found this useful, feeling that they learned more about
how decisions are made within local authorities. However, a few mentioned that it
could be a bit overwhelming. Some also found that they learned a lot about care
experience, the wider care experienced community, and the different types of care
experience.
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A few young people indicated that as well as developing their skills through the
Champions Board, their involvement helped them to re-engage with school, and
further their education. A few said that the Champions Board had supported them in
re-engaging with school on a full time basis, due to knowing that they had someone
there who was helping and on their side. A few said that they felt more confident
learning in school because of the activities they did at the Champions Board.

“

Before I went to the Champions Board I was at school. But I was
scared of going to college and failing. Then I joined the Champions
Board, and I got the confidence to apply to college and apply for a job in
a call centre.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

GETTING BACK TO SCHOOL
Brodie* found that the Champions Board helped him to feel more confident about
schoolwork, particularly English and Maths.
“I wasn’t confident in classes but when I went to Champs we sometimes did
homework sessions, so they helped me to get my school work up to standard.”
He feels like he has trusted people at the Champions Board that he can talk to
about his life and any personal problems, that he didn’t have before. Even though
he felt he had a really nice guidance teacher, he felt he could only talk to her
about classes, not what was going on at home. He now loves learning new
things.
“Champs has made me turn my education around… I love learning new things.
I learn a new thing every day.”
The Champions Board helps him to feel like he is part of a family, and that comes
with all the responsibility and trust of a family. This has helped him to make good
choices about his friends and connections. Brodie now feels able to talk to people
in groups, or to contact the Coordinator privately for support.
“It makes me feel much better about myself. It makes me feel like I’m part of a
family. It makes me feel like somebody cares about me.”

*Name changed to protect anonymity
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Wider evidence: skills and opportunities

Wider evidence from the 2020 Champions Board scorecard shows that most
respondents felt that young people with care experience had developed confidence
and skills.

Evidence from Champions Board reports highlights that young people developed
their skills in a wide range of areas, including:

Young people gained a wide range of different awards to recognise their skills,
including Saltire Awards, Duke of Edinburgh Awards and Ocean Youth Trust youth
leadership awards.
EXAMPLE: DEVELOPING SKILLS AND CAPACITY
In Falkirk, the whole of the first year of the Champions Board focused on
participation. This foundation allowed them to move on to issue based activity. A
lot of work took place to ensure that young people built up their capacity so that
they could speak up confidently when they were in a room with Corporate
Parents, and begin to understand issues and experiences. The young people
went on an Ocean Youth Trust sailing trip, gained their Duke of Edinburgh awards
and visited their twinned town in Paris which has a youth parliament group. These
events and work really helped to build young people’s confidence, ability to work
in groups, communication and leadership skills and to appreciate other people’s
ideas and views. The nature of some of these events could at times make it hard
for others to see the link between activity and making a difference to the care
system but they have proved crucial in building confidence and skills.
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Leadership
Many of the young people who were involved in the Champions Boards wanted to
help other young people, and make sure that they have positive experiences.

Some felt that through the Champions Board, they were already acting as leaders.
This included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adapting behaviour to become more of a role model
thinking carefully about what they put on social media
taking responsibility for key areas of work within the Champions Board
helping peers when they were in need of support
cooking for other young people and eating together
introducing new people to the Champions Board
volunteering or working for the Champions Board.

Through acting as leaders, many of the young people we interviewed felt that they
were useful, valued and making a difference.

“

I am helping make a change. I feel like I have a purpose. I’m very
passionate about it.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

LEADERSHIP
Lewis* was part of the leadership group for his Champions Board. Through the
Champions Board he developed his skills in working with adults and developed
confidence talking to councillors and leaders. He also developed his awareness
of the inequalities in the system, and the different experiences of care that young
people can have.
“I can see it from both sides, if something isn’t being done, why and how can
we fix it?”
Lewis was involved for about a year and then moved onto the work enabling
change at national level. This felt like a natural progression.

*Name changed to protect anonymity
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LEADERSHIP
Archie* is 20. He got involved in the Champions Board when he was 18. He had
a positive experience of care and wanted to share this.
Through the Champions Board, he has felt part of something and more included.
He likes feeling that he can help other young people. He has learned more about
himself, his own strengths and weaknesses. He thinks that the Champions Board
is a good place and good for general wellbeing. It is a safe space to meet people
and make new friends.
“I would say I’m more adaptable and I’ve learned better listening skills, so I know
when to interfere and when not.”
Through the Champions Board, Archie felt encouraged and supported to do
positive things with his life. Archie did the leadership course at Columba 14000
and thought this was really good. The Champions Board helped him to get into
university to study sports management. He had previously not been able to
secure a place on this course, however the Champions Board helped him to
demonstrate that he met all the entry requirements for a care experienced
applicant.

*Name changed to protect anonymity

However, some of the young people we interviewed felt uncomfortable using the
word ‘leader’ when thinking of themselves. A few said that they thought other young
people looked up to them, and they were the ‘parent’ of the group, but that they
didn’t feel like a leader. A few said that being a leader was maybe something they
would develop into, at a later stage.

“

I would say a lot of young people look up to me, but I wouldn’t call
myself a leader.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Wider evidence: Leadership

The 2020 Champions Board scorecards found that most respondents believed that
young people had become leaders and were more active in their communities.
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Staff and partners felt that young people were leading through making their voices
heard, supporting other young people and bringing about change for future
generations. Many pointed to opportunities for volunteering and employment which
supported young people to take the lead.
EXAMPLE: YOUNG PEOPLE LEADING
In Aberdeen, the young people employed as part time Children’s Rights Officers
within the Champions Board play a key role in connecting the Board to children’s
homes. Each acts as a link to one of five children’s homes, providing mentoring
support and building links into participation opportunities. This allows the young
people access to someone near their own age and stage that they can identify
with, and the Children’s Rights Officers can act as positive role models.
EXAMPLE: HIGHLAND VOLUNTEERING
In Highland, there are three groups for engaging young people - Little Champs, a
Social Group, and a Leadership Group. Two young people involved in the Social
and Leadership Groups volunteered supporting the Little Champs Group. They
enjoyed the work and gained a lot of experience.

Goals and aspirations
Aspirations

Most of the young people we spoke with felt that because of their involvement in the
Champions Board, their aspirations had developed or strengthened and their focus
on achieving their goals had become clearer.

Many felt that achieving something positive through the Champions Board made
them feel more confident that they can achieve their own goals in life. Young people
spoke of feeling motivated and positive about their future. A few mentioned that
being involved in the Champions Board was a good thing to put on their CV. A
small number mentioned that it may be particularly hard to achieve their goals or
see a path towards their goals due to the pandemic.

Work related goals

Many of the young people we spoke with talked about their goals and aspirations in
relation to working. In some cases, being involved in the Champions Board had
helped young people to see the range of opportunities available. This could be
through Champions Board partners, or other organisations.
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“

It’s given me a taste of where I want my life to go.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Others talked about the employment experience they had gained working or
volunteering for the Champions Board, as Participation Assistants or in other roles
for young people with care experience. This had made a big impact on the
aspirations of the young people involved.

DEVELOPING EMPLOYMENT SKILLS
Emily* got involved in the Champions Board through her involvement with Who
Cares? Scotland. She was invited to take part, and then took on a Participation
Assistant role in 2017. Emily is also about to start working on a wider project for
the Board, mentoring five young people with care experience through a creative
project of their choice. This will be a creative writing project, funded by Creative
Scotland and delivered through the Champions Board.
Through the work, Emily has developed her social media skills, and has
developed wider life skills like patience, dealing with conflict, negotiating and
expressing her views. She has developed her leadership skills, and become
involved in lots of different communities in paid and voluntary roles.
“I feel good about myself and more confident in my abilities.”
Being involved in the Champions Board made a huge difference in terms of
Emily’s identity, mental health and expression of emotions. The Board provided
“a structure and lifeline” and improved her connections and relationships.
“My career has skyrocketed.”

*Name changed to protect anonymity
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DEVELOPING EMPLOYMENT SKILLS
Grace* was involved in her Champions Board from a very early stage.
“It was just nice to feel included and it was nice not to feel lonely. I used to keep
to myself quite a lot.… over time, I started to relax and make friends with people
which was strange because I never really had friends before.”
She feels strongly that she would not have been as confident without the
Champions Board, as it gave her a safe space to test herself. Grace was then
able to take on a Participation Assistant role. This helped her to gain confidence
and work experience, and she is now at college studying Health and Social Care.
She also recently took on the role of Acting Manager at her work. She hopes to
get a degree after college and then work in youth work, ideally with young people
with care experience. The Champions Board helped to develop her aspirations.
“They’ve just helped me grow as a person.”
*Name changed to protect anonymity

DEVELOPING EMPLOYMENT SKILLS
Sophia* got involved in the Champions Board in 2017. She started by
volunteering and helping out with group work. She decided to volunteer rather
than apply for a paid role as she had children and could take them with her.
In 2021 another Participation Assistant job came up, and after a few years of
volunteering the Sophia successfully applied for the role. Due to the pandemic
her role has involved using virtual technology to connect with Board members.
Sophia is very happy in her role. She brings skills and experience which relate to
the young people she works with.
Before getting involved in the Champions Board, Sophia was worried about
getting a job. Working at the Champions Board has been flexible, and she feels
the Board has supported her well as a volunteer and now as an employee.
“The Champions Board definitely made me believe that I can achieve.”
*Name changed to protect anonymity
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Health and wellbeing
Most of the young people we spoke to who had stayed involved in their Board during
2020/21 mentioned that taking part in the Champions Board gave them a purpose
and helped distract them, particularly during lockdown. A few mentioned specifically
that talking to other people on the phone or online through the Champions Board
helped them to keep in touch with people and share experiences.

“

I have not felt isolated, even during lockdown.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

More widely, a few young people felt that being involved in the Champions Board
had helped with their mental health, supporting them through difficult times,
developing their confidence and providing a supportive network.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Esme* didn’t realise she was care experienced until she was connected with a social
worker and the Champions Board. She strongly values the people within the
Champions Board.
“It feels like a family. It is something I have never had before.”
Through the Champions Board, she had the opportunity to speak about mental
health.
“It is really open and non-judgemental. It is a flexible and fluid space and they check
in on you.”
Esme has taken part in discussions about policy, taken part in a writing project and
worked in a support worker role. She feels now that she can achieve her goals and is
studying childcare in the evenings.
“It helped my confidence. I don’t know where I’d be without it… It makes you think
about the path you take.”
*Name changed to protect anonymity
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Lucy* has been involved in two Champions Boards, due to moving home. Lucy felt
that the Champions Board changed her in a lot of ways and opened a lot of doors.
“It makes me feel like although I didn’t have power over my life when I was younger,
I’ve gained that power and control.”
Through her involvement in the Champions Board, she has developed her
confidence and strengthened her mental wellbeing. The Board provides a supportive
network that makes her feel safe. She feels she has developed stable relationships
and is able to access support when needed. Lucy feels that through the Champions
Board, young people and their ideas are taken seriously.
“Before my confidence was nothing. But now I have the confidence to speak in front
of a crowd, telling my story and being proud of my story.”
*Name changed to protect anonymity

Many young people mentioned that being involved in the Champions Board helped
them to be more active. Some had developed increased confidence in going out of
the house, which helped them to do more things. Some felt more confident going to
the gym, due to support and free or reduced access through the Champions Board.
Some mentioned they were generally busier, with more to occupy them and get them
out and about. This made a big difference to how many people felt, happier and
more positive.
A few mentioned that by going to Champions Board meetings they walked or cycled,
and so were more active. A small number of young people mentioned that the
Champions Board had helped them to strengthen their family life and situation.
EXAMPLE: FOSTER CARE
One young person found that the Champions Board helped her to move to a
different foster placement. The Champions Board helped her to speak up about
what was making her unhappy and she now feels much happier with her new
foster family.

Wider evidence: Health and wellbeing

Wider evidence from Champions Board reports highlights the difference that Boards
made to young participants through providing a safe space. Over half of respondents
to the 2020 Champions Board scorecard believed that young people with care
experience are living healthier lives, as a result of the Champions Board.
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Some highlighted the complexity of inequality affecting young people with care
experience, meaning it may take many more years to have a significant impact on
long term issues such as health. Some also highlighted the wider challenges over
the past year, particularly in relation to mental health, in the context of the Covid-19
pandemic.

Practical support
Most Champions Boards have run individual grants schemes, offering small grants
(up to around £500) for things like clothes, footwear, driving lessons, IT equipment,
furniture, education or health and fitness. In some areas, Champions Boards were
able to supplement the individual grants scheme with other funding. For example:
•

•

•

•

In West Dunbartonshire the Board created a
complementary Health and Wellbeing Fund to enable
young people to access smaller amounts of money to
help with things like food, heating and lighting in times
of difficulty, and clothing, hobbies or small furnishings.
In Dundee, food shopping vouchers were provided
after a budgeting event which highlighted the financial
pressures that young people with care experience
were under, and the priority that young people
attached to food. The partners also noticed that some
young people were losing weight. Young people
reported that the vouchers worked well and they used
them to buy food.
In Edinburgh, Children’s Services directed funding into
Christmas hampers and treats, as part of an approach
to make sure that young people with care experience
felt visible, remembered and special.
In Glasgow, the Champions Board raised funding
through a JustGiving page, and with the support of
Corporate Parents sent out packages to young people
with care experience including creative and wellbeing
items.

Although we prompted young people specifically on the practical support received
through their Champions Board, this was not a major focus of discussion for many of
the young people we interviewed. Most were aware of individual grant schemes, and
a few had accessed support. A few had received hampers, food vouchers and
birthday presents. This support was very much welcomed.
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EXAMPLE: PRACTICAL SUPPORT DURING 2020
In Stirling the Champions Board worked with partners to deliver food boxes and
hampers for young people just before Christmas. The Board worked with Forth
Valley College to prepare a Christmas meal for more than 50 care leavers,
delivered more than 100 Christmas Eve boxes and provided 240 Christmas gifts.
The Board also did doorstep deliveries of food and toiletries, activity packs and
cooked meals, from April to October 2020.
“It was lovely because I wasn’t expecting it. I don’t think I’ve ever cried so much
over a pair of pyjamas!”
-YOUNG PERSONEXAMPLE: EAST RENFREWSHIRE INDIVIDUAL GRANTS OUTCOMES
East Renfrewshire Champions Board asked young people about the difference
the grant would make to them.
•
•
•
•
•
•

98% said it would make me less worried/ stressed
97% said it would make me feel more independent
84% said it would give me better job prospects
79% said it would give me confidence
64% said it would make me more active
41% said it would give me more skills.

Smaller proportions of young people also said the grant would help them at
school, college or university, would help them feel more settled, would make it
easier to get about and visit people and would help them be more motivated.
In some areas, the individual grant scheme helped to highlight areas where young
people were unaware of support they could access from the local authority. For
example, in one area, several young people applied to the fund to purchase luggage,
as they were moving to new accommodation using bin bags. This use of the fund
highlighted the issue to Corporate Parents, who have pledged to address it. In
another area, initial applications highlighted that some young people were missing
out on money they were eligible for through social work budgets. The social work
team picked up on this quickly and ensured everyone was receiving what they
should. Procedures were put in place to pick up these issues on an ongoing basis. In
another area, after reviewing individual grant scheme applications, the Champions
Board worked with social work to raise awareness around how to access hardship
funding and discretionary funding.
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EXAMPLE: DUNDEE INDIVIDUAL GRANT SCHEME
In Dundee the Champions Board ran an individual grant scheme which enabled
young people to use a simple application form to apply for grants of up to £500 for
anything that would benefit them. Young people applied for a wide range of things
including bikes, laptops, tablets, beds, clothes, furniture, trainers, driving lessons
and musical instruments. The Champions Board was pleased to have the funding
to distribute, but some staff found it frustrating that young people had to apply for
basic things like clothes, shoes or a bed.
The experience of supporting young people with care experience in this way has
also informed some local authority approaches. For example:
•

In South Ayrshire, a wide range of partners contributed to the Stay Connected
small grants scheme, including the Champions Board, Covid-19 communities
funding, the Employability and Skills team, the virtual schools team and the
Health and Social Care Partnership. Partners were able to pool resources and
mobilise quickly to respond to the needs of young people. The local authority
has now allocated the Champions Board a recurring £8,000 a year for small
grants for people with care experience, and provided an additional £5,000 in
2021/22.

•

In Aberdeen, the issue of digital inequality arose, particularly in relation to the
impact on health and wellbeing for young people with care experience. As a
result, Aberdeen City Council has awarded £25,000 per year to support
improving access to digital technology and connections for young people with
care experience as well as enabling access to devices for 115 young people
with care experience at risk of digital exclusion.

During 2020, young people also benefitted from the Life Changes Trust Keep Well
Fund, which provided up to £250 for young people with care experience. The fund
focused on providing help with physical and mental wellbeing during Covid-19.
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Chapter Five

IMPACT ON POLICY
AND PRACTICE
Introduction
This chapter explores the impact that the Champions Boards approach has had on
policy and practice. It covers the ability of the Boards to bring about change, and
then explores the change themes of housing, education, health and wellbeing,
employability, justice and national priorities.
The learning presented highlights the role Champions Boards have played in
bridging some of the gaps between national policy intention and the realities of life
for children, young people and families. Scotland has a strong legislative and policy
framework designed to uphold the rights and promote the wellbeing of children and
young people who are care experienced. However, in reality, there are still gaps in
service provision and approaches to offering support which do not effectively meet
the needs and aspirations of young people.
Champions Boards provide a platform for young people and Corporate Parents to
focus on thematic improvements and address these gaps. However, the learning
also shows the importance of regular feedback to young people and honest
conversations about progress and barriers to change with everyone involved.

Ability to bring about change
Across the Champions Boards as a whole, participants are largely positive that
Boards are able to make an impact on policy and practice. The 2020 Champions
Board scorecard evidence shows that most feel they can point to concrete results
achieved by the Board, and that services better meet the needs of young people
with care experience as a result.
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There has also been some positive change over time. When compared to previous
scorecards in 2016, more respondents were able to point to concrete results and
more felt services were better meeting the needs of young people with care
experience. However, some scorecard respondents felt that change needed to
happen more quickly and visibly to achieve young people’s buy in. Young people
responding to the scorecard were less sure about impacts on services than
Corporate Parents and partners.

Bringing about change - Young people’s views

Our evaluation fieldwork with young people found that most felt that they were able
to bring about change. Young people felt able to have discussions, bring up ideas
and challenge approaches. Most felt that they had either contributed to a change in
policy or practice, or were working on something which would soon make a big
difference to young people with care experience.

“

I think it’s changing things. We’re making a change for the young
people coming into the system.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

However, young people’s ability to talk about bringing about change varied very
significantly between Champions Boards. A few of the young people we spoke with
couldn’t point to any changes or things that organisations were doing differently
because of the Board. Of these, a few felt very much able to express issues, get
involved and respected but that discussions were not followed up and translated
into action. In these few cases, young people were not sure why the change was
not able to happen. A few young people felt that maybe young people didn’t
necessarily hear everything that was going on and that change may happen without
them knowing. In two areas the young people were particularly frustrated that they
felt that nothing had changed and people were not always listening.
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BRINGING ABOUT CHANGE
Phoenix* got involved in the Champions Board through her support worker. She
joined as a worker, but also felt very well supported as a young person.
Through the Champions Board, Phoenix has been part of a group that has
brought about change for young people with care experience. The most important
change for her has been in the language used around care experience. This was
an issue identified by young people, and there has been an improvement in the
language used.
“… now, going to meetings, I can see the language is changing, compared to
even a year ago. I’m seeing clear improvements.”
The role has also given her a purpose, she feels happy to go to work, and she
feels more positive about her care experience.
“I’m the happiest I’ve ever been and I think that’s because of this.”
“It’s overwhelmingly getting better. It makes me feel hopeful. And proud. And
hopeful for the young people growing up now that they won’t have to go through
the same things.”

*Name changed to protect anonymity
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EXAMPLE: TALKING ABOUT CHANGE IN PERTH AND KINROSS
The young people we spoke to as part of this evaluation in Perth and Kinross
were able to point to clear changes they felt had taken place because of the
Champions Board.
Language - The Champions Board has done a lot of work around language. One
young person felt that this had changed how some social workers talk to and
about young people. She felt that people had stopped using terms like ‘case load’
and ‘respite’. She thinks this makes young people more comfortable and they are
more likely to trust these workers.
“At home I was doing adult things, looking after my siblings, and then with social
work I was being treated like a child.”
-YOUNG PERSONEmployment - Another young person talked about how Perth and Kinross
Council “pretty much” guarantee young people with care experience an interview.
This young person felt that young people were aware of this opportunity and talk
about it all the time. But it does mean identifying as care experienced to achieve
the guaranteed interview.
Practical support - Young people also talked about the development of the
#c200 Fund, a charity set up by council staff. It initially focused on giving all care
leavers a voucher for Christmas and their birthday, and plans to expand beyond
this. This was set up because a council staff member had a birthday and raised
lot of money for care leavers by doing a challenge, and it grew from there.
One young person talked about this support, saying she had been struggling at
the end of 2020 and early 2021. She received vouchers for Christmas, Blue
Monday and her birthday. It covered 2 weeks of food shopping, plus a little luxury
of different coloured light bulbs. Another young person also felt this was a
valuable scheme.
“It makes you feel cared about and appreciated, and you don’t feel left out.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Bringing about change - Partner views

Many partners talked about the way policy and practice had changed within their
organisation, as highlighted within the change themes below. Many felt that it was
easier to change policy and practice, due to the shifts which had taken place within
their organisation in relation to listening to young people, working closely with
young people and taking a rights-based approach (as covered in Chapter Five).
Some felt that the conditions for change had been created, as Corporate Parents
were more aware of their responsibilities and understood how to make change in a
positive way.
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“

It’s not a tough fight anymore, people are on board. There’s been a
real positive engagement across the board, and a kind of connecting
with the agenda in a way that would definitely not have happened if it
hadn’t been for the Champions Board.”
-PARTNER, HEALTH, CARE AND JUSTICE-

A few partners felt that they were still in the early stages of a significant culture shift,
and that policy and practice had not actually changed yet. These partners felt that
the Champions Board approach was building awareness and supporting people on
the way towards recognising their responsibilities. These partners hoped that the
approach would lead to transformational change in the longer term.
However, a few felt that they were struggling to actually bring about change and
were not sure how to do this. A few felt it could be hard to translate awareness and
understanding into action. For example, in one area partners felt that they hadn’t
managed to make any changes to policy and practice yet. In this area the partners
felt that there were challenges around not being clear what they were trying to
achieve, not being able to act on young people’s requests, not understanding what
individual organisations and staff members could actually do, and how to make their
actions meaningful.
Finally, a few partners indicated that it was hard to unpick the impact of the
Champions Board approach specifically on policy and practice, due to the wide
range of other work in this area including The Promise and wider activity on
children’s rights.

Bringing about change - Champions Board staff views

Staff were able to give good examples of how policy and practice had changed as a
result of Champions Board activity. Staff talked about a wide range of changes that
had taken place which Champions Boards had been involved in. However, some
highlighted that it was hard to say whether the change took place directly because
of the Champions Board, or because of wider developments like corporate
parenting responsibilities, and a focus on rights and relationships across public
bodies.
In a few cases, staff felt that the landscape around young people with care
experience and the responsibility of Corporate Parents had changed for the better,
but it was hard to see direct impact in terms of changes in policy or practice. A few
said that Corporate Parents were working well together, sharing values and want to
make a difference, but that this hadn’t always translated into change for young
people.
A few staff also stressed that the impact of the changes to policy would be long
term and may impact on future generations of young people with care experience
more than the current participants. A few, in particular areas, felt that young people
were getting a bit frustrated because of a lack of change.
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Change Theme: Housing
NATIONAL CONTEXT
Housing Options and Homelessness
There is clear guidance in Scotland that young people with care experience:
•
•
•
•

should have access to suitable high standard housing options5
should have access to a safe, caring and appropriate home 6
should leave care only when they are ready7
should not have to enter the homelessness system 8.

Although these clear principles, guidelines and laws are in place, a 2019 report
recommended greater protection for care leavers to help them from experiencing
homelessness at the point of leaving care, and later on 9.
Council Tax Exemptions
From April 2018, young care leavers up to the age of 26 have been exempt from
council tax. Local authorities are responsible for administering this exemption in
their area. A practice note on this was developed by CELCIS alongside partners
including the Life Changes Trust and Who Cares? Scotland 10. This practice note
highlights the importance of taking an assumption of entitlement, so that young
people do not have to apply for or request this exemption. It also highlights the
importance of acting as a Corporate Parent when dealing with council tax arrears,
and providing support, advice and consideration of debt write-off and amnesty.
Brothers and Sisters Staying Together
The Independent Care Review stressed that children must stay with their brothers
and sisters where safe to do so. In August 2021, Part 13 of the Children (Scotland)
Act 2020 and the Looked After Children (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2021
came into force. This means that local authorities have a duty to ensure brothers
and sisters are supported to stay together, where appropriate.
The Champions Board 2020 scorecard highlighted that many respondents felt that
because of the Boards, more young people with care experience live in a place that
suits their needs. Respondents were much more positive in relation to this
statement than they were in 2018.

Housing Options Protocols for Care Leavers
Children and Young People Scotland Act 2014
7 Stay Put Guidance, Scottish Government, 2014
8 Prevention of Homelessness Guidance, Scottish Government and COSLA, 2009
9 A Way Home Scotland Coalition, 2019
10 Good Practice Note: Supporting the Implementation of Council Tax Exemption for Scotland’s Care
Leavers, 2018
5
6
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Housing options when transitioning out of care

Young people with care experience should not have to present as homeless in
order to access suitable housing. In some areas, Champions Boards have played
an important role in translating this policy into practice, including:
•

•

•

Agreement - Getting formal agreement from local authorities that no young
person with care experience will be treated as intentionally homeless and
that young people do not need to apply for housing through the
homelessness route. Champions Boards have also been involved in the
practicalities of making this happen, for example working to reduce the
number of young people with care experience in bed and breakfast
accommodation.
Transitions and support - In some areas, Champions Boards have been
involved in influencing decisions about the support available and transition
processes in place as young people with care experience move into new
accommodation and leave care. As a result of these discussions, protocols
have been developed in some areas which focus on a smoother transition,
with joined up support and transition based on individual needs rather than
chronological triggers and bureaucratic thresholds.
Housing options - In some Champions Boards, young people have been
very involved in developing new housing options and projects for young
people with care experience. For example, in some areas young people
suggested that scatter flats or supported flats, perhaps near to existing
children’s homes, would be useful. In some cases these are now being
developed. A few Boards also mentioned their Home and Belonging projects,
which tested out new approaches to housing and support. These projects
were funded by the Life Changes Trust.
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EXAMPLE: HOUSING OPTIONS
Midlothian Council became involved in the National House Project through the
Champions Board and Life Changes Trust. Midlothian House Project allows
young people to remain in a placement as long as they need to and then gives
them support to move into a tenancy of their own. Previously young people would
have ended up in supported accommodation or homeless. The security offered by
this programme allows young people to focus on other parts of their lives - like
qualifications or college.
EXAMPLE: IMPROVING HOUSING OUTCOMES
In South Ayrshire, the Improving Housing Outcomes Group was formed in 2018.
This group was established to stop young people having to rely on homelessness
services, and to support better outcomes for young people with care experience.
The Champions Board was involved in discussions about gaps and developing an
action plan and their views are reflected in changes to policy. A young person
from the Champions Board sits on the Improving Housing Outcomes Group.
Young people identified that they needed continuity in support when transitioning
from residential houses into tenancies. The Housing Team co-commissioned a
housing support service with social work colleagues to provide a more joined up
approach to providing support and continuity in terms of support staff for young
people during that transition. There is a strong focus on relationship-based
practice and trusting relationships. This is the first time joint commissioning has
taken place, and the project is considered a flagship project.
“This is one of the first tenders we’ve looked at in terms of embedding a
relationship-based model.”
-PARTNERAnother change was the introduction of starter flats to help young people to
access good quality housing that met their needs without having to present
through the homelessness route. This model started in 2018. The housing team is
seeing higher levels of tenancy sustainment and resilience among young people
with care experience. Working collaboratively with others helps young people to
sustain their tenancies, and this is highly beneficial both for them and the council.
“These innovations wouldn’t have happened without us having a very clear idea of
what it was that we needed and I think we got that from the Champions Board.”
-PARTNER-

Council tax exemptions

Young people with care experience became exempt from council tax from April
2018. Many Champions Boards were instrumental in highlighting the financial
issues that council tax payments can cause young people with care experience.
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Although this is now a national policy, some of the Boards enabled this change to
happen at an earlier stage locally. Some Champions Boards are also undertaking
work to raise awareness of this exemption and encourage uptake.
EXAMPLE: COUNCIL TAX EXEMPTIONS
In North Lanarkshire, the Champions Board has helped to raise awareness of the
council tax exemption. The Champions Board made a short film to be shown in
First Stop Shops to highlight the right to council tax exemption for young people
with care experience, and a process has been devised to ensure that young
people are automatically given exemptions without the need for applications.
Through the Champions Board, young people have also accessed independent
advocacy and support from Corporate Parents to deal with issues such as council
tax arrears and rent arrears.

Brothers and sisters staying together

In August 2021, it became law that local authorities should ensure that brothers and
sisters stay together, when appropriate. This was an important area within the
Independent Care Review. A few Champions Boards undertook dedicated work on
this topic prior to the new legislation being introduced. In these areas, young people
emphasised the importance of staying with their brothers and sisters.
EXAMPLE: KEEPING BROTHERS AND SISTERS TOGETHER POLICY
In Renfrewshire, the young people on the Champions Board devised and issued a
survey on the separation of brothers and sisters to other young people with care
experience which received 36 responses. The Champions Board worked on
developing a policy based on the survey feedback. This is a new policy to the
council and involves:
•
•
•
•
•

a public pledge to stop separation of brothers and sisters
setting targets on reducing how many brothers and sisters are separated
regular reviews on brothers and sisters that are separated
an alternative care pilot study - exploring a new type of care to ensure that
brothers and sisters aren’t separated because of lack of resource
mental health support for separated young people - working with
Barnardo’s and the Champions Board.

Each of the young people focused on a certain area. The new policy has now
been agreed by the Board. It took almost a year to develop the new draft policy,
and the group has learned that it takes time to make change happen.
“I am really proud of how far it’s came, because we didn’t think the council would
cooperate with us… I think it’s came a long way.”
-YOUNG PERSON-
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Wider changes

In some areas young people have been involved in interviewing staff for residential
accommodation, asking questions and influencing final decisions on appointment.
However, a few young people highlighted the power that residential accommodation
staff hold, and that change is highly dependent on the personalities involved.
In one area, young people brought about a change in practice in residential settings
after they highlighted that staff spent too much time in the office and not enough time
talking to young people. Young people found the office environment to be a barrier to
relationships. Portable technology was introduced to reduce office time, and staff
availability was reviewed. One young person commented that the technology helped,
but the biggest change was a shift in attitude among staff.
In a few cases, Champions Boards have influenced the circumstances in which rent
support for young people with care experience is provided, and the level at which
this is set. In particular, young people have been involved in discussions about
supporting rent payments while studying.
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Change Theme: Education
NATIONAL CONTEXT
Schools provide an important place for care experienced children and young
people to enjoy stable, nurturing relationships. The Independent Care Review
clearly highlighted the importance of education and the right to play in upholding
the rights of children and young people through:
• not excluding young people with care experience from education
• supporting and building nurturing relationships with children
• not imposing restrictive and stigmatising consequences for challenging
behaviour
• preventing students with care experience getting into significant student debt
through higher education.
While stressing that schools must be ambitious for care experienced children, and
ensure that they have all they need to thrive, the Care Review also emphasised
that improving the educational attainment of care experienced people should not
be the sole responsibility of school staff.
Through the Independent Care Review, The Promise and wider work around
understanding adverse childhood experiences, trauma and early development of
the brain, there is an increasing move towards heightened awareness of the
developmental needs of children and young people.
In 2018, the Scottish Government awarded additional funding to local authorities
through the Care Experienced Children and Young Person’s Fund as part of the
Scottish Attainment Challenge. Local authorities were able to use this funding in a
flexible and creative way
One way in which a number of local authorities developed their approach to
meeting the needs of young people with care experience was through the
establishment of virtual school head teachers, with overall responsibility for
planning and support for young people with care experience. In 2015, Aberdeen
City became the first local authority in Scotland to have a Virtual School Head
Teacher in post. Since then, a network of authorities, supported by CELSIS, have
taken this approach forward and shared experiences and good practice.
The Champions Board 2020 scorecard highlighted that around half of all
respondents felt that because of the Boards, more young people with care
experience do better at school. Scorecard respondents responded more positively to
this statement in 2020 compared with 2018.
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There is a wide range of evidence about changes to education policy and practice
from interviews with partners, staff and from the Champions Board reports.

Nurture and ethos

Some partners, staff and young people highlighted that the Champions Board had
helped to make schools, teachers and pupils much more aware of both who their
pupils with care experience are, and the experiences they are living. For example
Boards made films, training and class lessons, assemblies and open days raising
awareness of care experience, as well as getting involved in providing Corporate
Parent training for school staff.
Some felt that this had helped to build a nurturing and positive ethos within schools,
with staff better understanding why a child may not be engaging at school and seek
out help with how to manage a young person’s behaviour.

“

I think there is a better ethos in the school.”
-PARTNER, EDUCATION-

Champions Board staff highlighted that sometimes the changes young people
suggested were simple to make but made a big difference. For example, one Board
helped develop a new protocol so that social workers don’t wear badges in school
when they visit a young person, as young people felt that this stigmatised them.
EXAMPLE: CHANGE IN SCHOOLS: YOUNG PEOPLE’S VIEWS
Some young people involved in this evaluation could see a real change in school
policy and practice, because of the Champions Board. For example:
•
•
•

One young person felt that people are a lot more aware of taking a
relationship-based practice approach and taking more time.
One young person felt that schools have a better understanding now - “that
understanding that our lives are different.”
One young person felt that the Champions Board had brought about
change within schools through virtual head teachers. A group has been set
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up with representatives from all of the secondary schools. A virtual head
teacher has been set up and the Board has delivered presentations in
schools. Some schools have developed action plans based on this.
“I feel that things have changed quite a bit in schools.”
-YOUNG PERSONEXAMPLE: NURTURE AND RELATIONSHIPS IN SCHOOLS
In Inverclyde, the Champions Board produced two short films to use as
educational resources. They have been shown at education conferences and
head teacher meetings. In one school, a ‘mini’ nurture group has been set up for
p5-p7 children with care experience. It connects with the Mini-Champs within the
Champions Board. It allows pupils to explore their experiences in a fun, safe and
inclusive environment, and spend time with other children with similar
experiences. The group has also provided teachers with insight into some of the
issues faced by children on a daily basis. This has resulted in the school
developing a policy to incorporate children’s wishes when working with a range of
different agencies.

Virtual head teacher

Some partners talked about the virtual head teacher or virtual school approach. This
approach, used in some of the local authority areas, clearly gives individual staff
responsibility for ensuring the needs of young people with care experience are built
into educational opportunities. This approach was felt to have made a significant
change in ensuring that the needs of young people with care experience were
identified and addressed within local authority education policies and practice.
Champions Boards were often involved in shaping the development of virtual school
approaches. For example, in North Lanarkshire, young people took part in an event
with education and social work to inform the development of the virtual school and
participated in shaping the recruitment process for the head of the virtual school.
EXAMPLE: VIRTUAL HEAD TEACHER
In East Lothian in 2019, a new virtual head teacher role was set up partly as a
result of a request from the Champions Board. The Head of Education was a
Champions Board Ambassador.
A virtual head teacher was appointed, with responsibility for young people with
care experience. The virtual head teacher ensured that there was a manager for
care experience in each school. The care experience managers were shown
videos made by the Champions Board young people on education, mental health
and housing. It is felt that this training had a real impact.
“Having a virtual head teacher has really raised the profile of care experienced
children and young people within the education system and the importance of
trauma informed support within schools.”
-PARTNER -
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Young people also felt there was a lack of educational opportunities for young
people who found it difficult to attend mainstream schooling. As a result, the
Alternative Curriculum offering has been completely changed. The local authority
now works with a creative company called Heavy Sound which offers music
production, martial arts fitness, arts and creative classes as alternatives to
classes in the curriculum. All of this was driven by the Champions Board.
For some young people it has meant that they haven’t had to be removed from
their family home, and have improved their home life, as they have been able to
stay in mainstream schools as they have access to these alternative activities.
This has decreased the number of children coming into care in East Lothian.
The virtual head teacher also set up an Individual Grant for Attainment
programme. Young people can receive grants of up to £500 for something to help
with their learning.

Use of attainment funding

The Champions Board approach has also influenced how some local authorities and
schools have allocated the funding they receive to support the closing of the poverty
related attainment gap. This includes Scottish Attainment Challenge funding and
Pupil Equity Funding. In some areas, improving outcomes for young people with care
experience has been identified as a priority in using funding to close the attainment
gap. Champions Boards have been involved in discussions about how this is used.
In some areas, it has partially been used to allow young people to apply for individual
grants to support their attainment. For example:
•

In Dundee, the Champions Board influenced how young people were
supported in schools and how attainment funding was used. As a result of
feedback from the Champions Board, there is now a dedicated education
support worker for young people with care experience. There are also
additional dedicated pupil support workers for young people with care
experience, and the local authority is developing a Kinship Hub.

•

In Inverclyde, attainment funding has been identified to support young people
with care experience to progress attainment and wellbeing, allowing young
people to apply for individual grants. Bespoke packages of support have also
been developed, supporting young people to have taster experiences to help
them to explore their interests, access positive experiences, and mitigate
wider stresses that they may be experiencing.

•

In Midlothian, an educational psychologist was employed focusing solely on
supporting children and families who are care experienced, as part of funding
to close the attainment gap. A satellite Champions Group was incorporated
into the curriculum of Midlothian’s alternative education provision. There are
monthly satellite groups in most high schools across the area. The
Champions Board Participation Assistant was employed by the education
service for an additional two hours per week for this purpose.
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Wider education policy and practice change

More widely, young people with care experience have influenced educational
policies in a number of areas through sitting on education decision making groups as
full members. This has led to involvement and influence over educational corporate
parenting policies, policies on pathways and transitions.
In addition, a few Champions Boards have encouraged a focus on celebrating exam
success, through events and other ways of recognising achievements. For example,
in Aberdeen, following feedback from the Champions Board, the local authority took
action to celebrate exam success. An annual celebrating success ceremony was
introduced to recognise achievements including attainment, volunteering, sporting
achievements, arts, and rising to the challenge.
In a few cases, Champions Boards have also influenced approaches to exclusion
and dealing with challenging behaviour within schools. And in some areas, schoolbased Champions Boards have been set up.
EXAMPLE: INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION MAKING STRUCTURES
In Falkirk, young people with care experience have a seat at the senior decision
making group for children and young people’s services, the Education, Children
and Young People’s Executive committee.
The Champions Board raised awareness of the high levels of exclusion rates for
pupils with care experience. As a result, exclusion of looked after children is only
used as a last resort and after alternative strategies are explored and the head of
service has been informed.
The Champions Board was also involved in developing a training package for
schools to help understand their needs. At the same time, schools revised their
approach to dealing with high level violent behaviours, moving to a non-physical
and de-escalating approach, based on feedback from the Champions Board.

Changing approaches within colleges and universities

A small number of colleges and universities were involved in this evaluation. A few
pointed to specific changes in policy and practice as a result of involvement in the
Champions Board. In a few cases, Champions Boards have developed close
linkages with colleges and universities and sit on decision making bodies to influence
policy and practice within further and higher education establishments. In a few
Boards, young people have influenced the corporate parenting plans and policies of
colleges and universities.
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EXAMPLE: UNIVERSITY SUPPORT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WITH CARE
EXPERIENCE
The Champions Board has enabled Queen Margaret University to enhance its
participation and outreach work with young people with care experience.
“With the Champions Board I feel I can reach young people that I genuinely feel
we wouldn’t reach otherwise.”
-PARTNERAfter becoming involved in the Champions Board in 2018, the university invited
the Champions Board to deliver corporate parenting training. They then
developed a corporate parenting policy, and this informed the support they offer to
students.
An informal support group, called QM Cares, has also been set up with around
140 members. The university is also offering free private tutoring for senior pupils
with care experience who are working with the virtual head teacher.
Through these enhanced relationships, a few Boards felt that there were better
connections through to colleges and universities for young people with care
experience - for example through opportunities for supported visits, drop-in sessions,
linking in with support staff and targeted recruitment. This has resulted in real
changes in the number of young people with care experience taking up college and
university places in some areas.
Some Champions Boards have also undertaken work on the Care Experienced
Bursary, which supports young people who have had experience of care in their life
to access and sustain further and higher education through support with rent,
accommodation costs and digital connectivity support. A few have worked to make
sure that the bursaries are implemented correctly, drawing up guidance to ensure
staff follow consistent procedures when working with young people. Universities and
colleges have also supported Champions Boards through assisting with research
and evidence.
EXAMPLE: ACCESSING CARE EXPERIENCED BURSARIES
In Aberdeen, the Champions Board raised awareness of the Care Experienced
Bursary. This led to an increase in the number of young people with care
experience accessing further and higher education options, increasing by 30%
between 2018 and 2020.
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Change Theme: Health and care
NATIONAL CONTEXT
The Independent Care Review highlights that children and young people have
the right to the highest attainable standard of health. It emphasises:
•
•
•
•

the importance of caring, nurturing relationships in supporting young people’s
wellbeing
the rights of older care experienced people to access supportive, caring
services for as long as they need them
the need for universal services, such as health services, to recognise the role
they play in supporting and nurturing people with care experience
the importance of simple, caring language in a health and care setting.

The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act 2014 gives young people with
care experience the right to continuing care until they are 21, and aftercare
support until they are 26.
The Champions Board 2020 scorecard highlighted that many respondents felt that
because of the Boards, more young people with care experience are living healthier
lives. This was an increase in positive responses since 2018.

Mental health

Many Champions Boards have undertaken a range of work relating to mental health.
For example, in a number of areas a small mental health team has been established
specifically for young people with care experience. In some cases these are
connected to schools and provide access to mental and emotional health and
support.
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EXAMPLE: INFLUENCING MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT IN SCHOOLS
In East Renfrewshire the Champions Board has influenced a number of changes
to education policy and practice.
Mental health support - Young people felt that mental health support was
important within schools. A small mental health team has now been specifically
established for young people with care experience. There are now two mental
health nurses who prioritise young people with care experience within school.
This change occurred as a result of young people involved in the Champions
Board seeking a service which can support their mental health over time, based
on a relationship-based approach and flexibility, with no waiting time or complex
referral processes.
Learning about mental health - Young people wanted to change how the
Personal, Social, Health and Economic (PSHE) education lessons in school were
delivered. They particularly felt that learning about mental health needed to be
sensitively managed. They also wanted PSHE to teach them more life skills, like
how to budget or pay a bill. This is now in progress.
EXAMPLE: MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH AND TRAINING
The West Lothian 439 group is working with the University of Edinburgh to
explore mental health. This piece of research will focus on the mental health of
young people with care experience. It will also involve training for staff in
residential homes and social services. The group has also been asked to deliver
training for students studying social services courses. The aim of the training will
be to improve the student’s understanding of care and the issues faced by young
people with care experience.
Increased collaboration between services through the Champions Boards has also
helped to improve young people’s experiences of accessing health services. In one
area, the Champions Board has helped to better connect Child and Adolescent
Mental Health Services (CAMHS), social work and educational psychology who now
schedule joint consultation meetings to discuss specific young people with care
experience. In another area, the counselling service adjusted its practice slightly
after working with the Champions Board. Session times for young people with care
experience were extended, to make sure there is time to explore issues.
Young people have been involved in a range of activities to influence provision including taking part in consultations, undertaking mental health research and
developing videos to share their experiences. However, in a few areas the
Champions Board found it hard to influence mental health provision - despite
evidence that many young people with care experience struggle with low mood,
anxiety and low self-esteem. Champions Boards were hopeful that this may change
with the involvement of the NHS in The Promise.
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EXAMPLE: MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING RESEARCH
In Glasgow, the Champions Board young people (PAC) developed and designed
a research project to explore the views and experiences of mental health support
among people with care experience.
PAC designed the research method and survey and explored existing research.
PAC asked Corporate Parents to work jointly with them to reach as many young
people as possible, and to ensure the outcomes informed policy and practice.
Glasgow Health and Social Care Partnership provided two researchers to support
PAC to develop their research brief, carry out a literature review, refine their
methodology and refine their survey.
In November 2019, the Chief Social Work Officer agreed to match fund the
research and committed to its findings informing future service design. It was
agreed that the survey would reach at least 1,000 people with care experience
across Glasgow.
The work was due to be commissioned in early 2020 and complete by summer
2020, but has been delayed due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Physical activity

In a number of areas, the Champions Board helped to organise reduced or free
access to leisure and sport facilities for young people with care experience. In some
cases young people also now have access to a voucher for gym kit, or are able to
take a friend with them for free as well. This has helped some young people to be
more active and build using leisure facilities into their everyday lives.
Champions Boards have helped to influence how these cards are provided. For
example, in Midlothian the Board worked with Leisure Services to increase the
eligible age of Corporate Parent Leisure cards up to the age of 21, to reflect changes
in continued care legislation.

Social work and children’s services

Young people involved in this evaluation gave a number of examples of how they
had influenced the work of social work and children’s services in relation to care
experience. Young people had been involved in:
•

Interviewing social workers - In many areas, young people from the
Champions Board were involved in the recruitment and selection of social
workers. In one area this was piloted with residential and family placement
social workers, and the team produced guidance on best practice in involving
young people in the process. Discussions are taking place to extend this
process across all positions within children’s health care and criminal justice
services. In another area, young people have set the questions and led on
interviews for almost every post within children and families since January
2019. In another, young people with care experience are involved in
recruitment processes within care and learning, leisure and culture and the
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•

•

•

third sector - including front line staff, head of service, chief executive and
director level.
Adoption and foster care approaches - In some areas, young people
involved in the Champions Boards designed resources for new adopters. For
example, in Inverclyde the young people created a comic book that supports
and explores adopted young people’s right to information, and co-produced
an assessment workbook which will be used with prospective adopters. In
another area, young people co-designed the interview process for foster
carers, and have a place on the interview panel when interviews take place. In
another area, young people are involved in foster carer recruitment and
training and have developed videos of their stories. And in another, young
people were consulted on marketing campaigns for foster carers and involved
in interview panels.
Review paperwork and processes - Some Champions Boards had
influenced review processes. For example, in one area a video was coproduced on how care records are written which will be used for social work
training. In another, the young people co-produced the review paperwork sent
to children and young people before and after reviews, as well as a checklist
of things for the review officers to work through.
Informing wider plans - Through Champions Boards, young people with
care experience have been involved in producing plans and strategies
including Children’s Services plans and youth engagement strategies. For
example in one area young people involved in the Champions Board are codesigning the Children and Young People Engagement Strategy and sit on
the steering group as equal members.

EXAMPLE: YOUNG PEOPLE’S PRIORITIES
In East Lothian, young people were frustrated because social workers didn’t have
smart phones. This meant the young people weren’t able to communicate with
social workers in a modern way. They weren’t able to complete online surveys or
application forms and didn’t have some apps that young people would normally
use. A young person brought this up at a meeting of Corporate Parents and as a
result all social workers phones were upgraded.
EXAMPLE: SERVICE COMMISSIONING
In one local authority, officers have explored how best to represent the views of
young people with care experience in how services are commissioned. Through
the Champions Board, young people have been involved in developing a contract
between the local authority and its independent advocacy providers. Young
people are also involved in the tendering process for intensive behavioural
support services. The Board has helped to build links between young people,
social workers and commissioners and ensure that commissioning is done with
young people and not to young people and that services are appropriate and
influenced by young people’s views.
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Change Theme: Employability
NATIONAL CONTEXT
The Independent Care Review emphasises that corporate parenting includes
increasing opportunity for young people with care experience to access
employment and training. The Scottish Care Leavers Covenant (2015)
recommended that an important aspect of improving employability was improved
links between schools, Skills Development Scotland, social work and further and
higher education providers. Skills for Scotland: A Lifelong Skills Strategy
recognises the need to focus on young people who are at risk of moving into a
negative destination. Curriculum for Excellence acknowledges the difficulties
some young people face in their learning and transitions beyond school. The 16+
Learning Choices: Policy and Practice Framework highlights young people with
care experience as a priority group and the roles and responsibilities of local
authorities and their partners, including their role as Corporate Parents.
In some areas, public sector organisations have introduced ‘Family Firm’
approaches to supporting young people with care experience into employment.
The Family Firm concept aims to encourage and enable local authorities and
their partners to offer young people with care experience a broad range of
support to help them progress into employment. This might include work
experience, employment and training, apprenticeships, or building capacity and
skills 11.
The Champions Board 2020 scorecard highlighted that many respondents felt that
because of the Boards, more young people with care experience have better
employment opportunities. There was little change in the proportion agreeing with
this statement between 2018 and 2020, with levels remaining consistently high.

11

Our Family Firm: A Working Framework for Community Planning Partners and Employers
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Employment within Champions Boards

Champions Boards have worked to ensure that young people were supported in their
skills and employability through providing volunteering and employment opportunities
directly within Champions Board structures. Some of the young people involved in
this evaluation had been employed as Participation Assistants, and highly valued the
opportunity.
A few partners also mentioned that through the Champions Boards’ wider projects,
such as Home and Belonging and MySpace they had been able to provide
employment opportunities for young people with care experience. A few highlighted
wider opportunities through The Promise.
EXAMPLE: EMPLOYMENT THROUGH THE PROMISE
In North Lanarkshire, the local authority took on four young people as ‘Promise’
development workers. Three of these were previously involved with the
Champions Board with two continuing their involvement to date. These are paid
jobs within the council.
However, at times there were challenges to appointing young people within the
Champions Board:
•
•
•

There could be issues when there was a conflict between the young person
as a worker and a person accessing services.
At times young people who were volunteering their time to the Champions
Board found it hard to understand when they were not successful in achieving
paid positions.
In a small number of cases it was challenging when these positions were not
filled by young people from the local area, and were filled by adults or people
from other areas.

Influencing employability policy and practice

Evidence from Champions Board reports and discussions with partners highlighted a
number of changes which had occurred in relation to employability.
Some authorities have adopted a ‘Family Firm’ approach, supporting young people
with care experience into employment. Family Firms are initiatives within local
authorities to harness their influence as an employer and a provider of employability
support, to create opportunities for young people with care experience. Approaches
include ensuring that every young person with care experience is given support to
access vocational learning and apprenticeships. In some areas, young people with
care experience are now prioritised for interview, or for accessing activity
agreements or modern apprenticeships.
Champions Boards have been involved in influencing the way that Family Firm
approaches have developed, for example sitting on planning groups or providing
feedback on approaches. In our discussions with young people, a few mentioned the
Family Firm or guaranteed interview approach resulting in positive benefits for young
people including work placements and training.
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EXAMPLE: GUARANTEED INTERVIEWS
In West Dunbartonshire Council, any young person with care experience who
meet the essential criteria of a post will be guaranteed an interview. This was a
result of a direct request from the Champions Board to the Head of Service for
People and Technology.
EXAMPLE: PRIORITISING EMPLOYABILITY OPPORTUNITIES
In 2019 South Ayrshire Council’s Employability and Skills team created a
dedicated team to support young people with care experience. The creation of
this team came about because of the Champions Board.
The work of the Champions Board has complemented the work of this team. For
example, the Champions Board pushed the team to support young people with
care experience, rather than the narrower definition of care leavers, which has
been a positive change for the team. The team now works with young people
earlier, from S3 in schools, to help build stronger relationships.
Now, employment opportunities are prioritised for young people with care
experience through:
•
•
•

guaranteed placements and Modern Apprenticeship
incentives for external employers taking on young people
meeting regularly with colleges and SDS to find out how young people are
doing and support those who may drop out.

The young people from the Champions Board have also helped other teams and
organisations to understand the challenges that young people with care
experience face on a day to day basis. The employability team now has greater
expectations of their colleagues in recognition that everyone has a role to play in
supporting young people with care experience.
This approach has influenced the work of other partners too. For example, other
public and third sector partners have reviewed their recruitment policies since taking
part in the Champions Board. In some areas, partners have introduced mentoring
and support programmes for young people with care experience, to support their
journey into employment.
In some areas, partners focusing on employability support have participated in
training sessions with Champions Boards, to help to enhance support for young
people with care experience. In some cases this has resulted in changed to practice
within employability services.

“

It got us to look at how we were contacting young people and making
appointments, and we reviewed our practices.”
-PARTNER, EMPLOYABILITY-
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EXAMPLE: FLEXIBLE EMPLOYABILITY SUPPORT
In the past, in Dundee, funding for young care leavers was withdrawn if they did
not keep their appointments with employability services. Now, because of
involvement with the Champions Board partners have far more understanding of
why young people are sometimes not able to attend appointments. Support
meetings are held instead of withdrawing funding and there is far more flexibility
and understanding of barriers that they may be facing. Support is also provided
earlier, to stop young people from disengaging - in a preventative way of working
rather than reactive.
EXAMPLE: TRAINING FOR EMPLOYERS
In Midlothian, the Champions Board provided awareness raising training to the
local Skills Development Scotland team. As a result, they were asked to provide
similar training to the wider regional team. Through this, Skills Development
Scotland liaised with the Champions Board to discuss wider employer awareness
training for local employers, focusing on young people with care experience.
In some cases, partners have not adapted policy or practice, but have been able to
support individuals in their employability journey. For example, in one area a young
person connected to the Champions Board was trying unsuccessfully to get a
Modern Apprenticeship with the local authority. The Corporate Parents agreed to
support his application, and he was then successful. A few partners felt that large
employers in the public sector should all be doing more to support young people with
care experience into employment, taking on more of a social responsibility.
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Change Theme: Justice
NATIONAL CONTEXT
The Independent Care Review makes clear that Scotland must stop early
criminalisation of young people with care experience, treating children in a way
that is relational, tolerant, nurturing and understanding rather than procedural and
process driven. It suggests that Scotland must test new approaches to Children’s
Hearings, developing a more progressive, rights-based justice approach.
The Champions Board 2020 scorecard highlighted that some respondents felt that
because of the Boards, more young people with care experience live their lives free
from crime. The proportion agreeing with this statement increased between 2018
and 2020.

Improving Children’s Hearings

Many Boards have undertaken work to improve Children’s Hearings. This has
resulted in young people:
•
•
•
•
•

influencing action plans and strategies
sitting on Children’s Hearing panels
recruiting and interviewing panel members
developing resources
improving the space in which hearings are held and how this is used.
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EXAMPLE: INVOLVEMENT IN THE CHILDREN’S HEARING PANEL
In West Dunbartonshire, the Children’s Hearing Service plans to include young
people with care experience on the recruitment panel for Children’s Hearing panel
members. This is the first time this has happened, and the Champions Board is
working with them to identify four to six young people to be involved. This will help
the recruitment process, while also providing young people with experience of the
interview situation and enhancing their skills and knowledge. The Champions
Board and Children’s Hearing Service are also working together to explore if any
of the young people with care experience are interested in becoming a panel
member, and to offer the appropriate support to enable these young people to
become involved. The Children’s Hearings Rights and Inclusion Strategy was also
jointly produced with young people with care experience.
EXAMPLE: IMPROVING HEARINGS
Young people involved in Inverclyde Champions Board worked alongside the
Children’s Reporter to improve the Children’s Hearing Service. Young people
were involved in the re-design of the centre and have co-designed resources to
support young people which are visible in the waiting areas. This includes a
‘jargon buster’ wall and a ‘did you know?’ wall. The Board is also creating an
interactive, child friendly version of the better hearings action plan.
“Proud2Care have been instrumental in driving forward the Better Hearings
agenda in Inverclyde – such a fantastically inspirational and ambitious group of
young people that are passionate about making things better for all young
people.”
-PARTNER, CHAMPIONS BOARD REPORTEXAMPLE: IMPROVING HEARINGS
In Midlothian, the young people involved in the Champions Board worked jointly
with the Children’s Hearings Centre and had a voice in changing practice. The
young people were instrumental in creating a second waiting room within the
hearings centre. This means that young people attending a hearing now have the
option to sit in another waiting room if they choose to. Previously, young people
and their families would exit the hearing centre via the waiting room which was
often full of people attending the next hearing. Young people felt uncomfortable
and that this wasn’t confidential. As a result, a separate exit has been established.
Young people also developed a mural for the building, and having this input gave
them a greater sense of connection and made them feel valued and important.

Supporting young people within the justice system

A few Boards have supported partners to work better together to support young
people involved in the justice system, with joint support across justice, childcare and
youth work. One Board had worked with a third sector provider to commission
support for young people with care experience who were at risk of offending.
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EXAMPLE: COMMUNITY-BASED ALTERNATIVES
In Perth and Kinross, Criminal Justice Services employed a part-time
Community Learning Assistant to provide bail supervision for young people.
This role supports young people with care experience with a community-based
alternative to being remanded in custody or local authority accommodation. As
a result of this change, 13 young people with care experience received a
community-based bail release, of whom seven completed their order.

Relationships with the police

Some Champions Boards have worked closely with Police Scotland to:
•
•
•
•

raise awareness of the important relationship that community police officers
could and should have with young people
influence policies - such as the Missing Person Protocol, and processes to
decriminalise young people with care experience
support social media campaigns
deliver training to Police Scotland staff.

EXAMPLE: POLICE SCOTLAND PLEDGE
Through working with both Aberdeen and Moray Champions Boards, the North
East Division of Police Scotland has taken a pledge to support young people with
care experience locally. There are measures in place for young people to meet
with Police Scotland staff and develop a safety plan if they feel unsafe. This is
also helping to increase understanding and awareness across the organisation.
Because of the work in the North East, the Champions Board in Edinburgh then
spoke to the local police team about the Pledge, and the Edinburgh Division
worked with the young people to develop a Pledge which was launched in
November 2020. The Pledge says that the Division will guarantee an interview for
any young person with care experience looking to volunteer or be a staff member,
and that they would be supported through the recruitment process through
mentoring. In the first month 3 young people took up the offer. The Edinburgh
Division is also exploring a peer mentoring programme for young people with care
experience, with the Champions Board.
“I don’t think it would have happened without the Champions Board.”
-YOUNG PERSON-
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Influencing national priorities
Young people, staff and partners also highlighted that they had been involved in
influencing wider national priorities. Champions Boards were heavily involved in the
Independent Care Review, 1,000 voices project and The Promise. Boards
participated in all stages of the national 1,000 voices campaign, and some young
people spoke directly to the First Minister. National Champions Board network
sessions also provided Champions Boards the opportunity to hear from and speak to
the leads for this work.
Two young people we spoke with felt that their direct conversations with the First
Minister resulted in clear change to national policy - around council tax and support
with further education.
EXAMPLE: INFLUENCING BOTH NATIONAL AND LOCAL PRIORITIES
In Inverclyde, the young people involved in the Champions Board took part in
every stage of the Independent Care Review. The Board is now working with the
Health and Social Care Partnership to identify local priorities from the Care
Review, to make sure young people with care experience have a voice right
through to the implementation of The Promise in their local area.
Through Champions Boards, young people have also become involved in wider
national work - including influencing national standards and taking part in and
speaking at national events and celebrations.
EXAMPLE: INFLUENCING NATIONAL STANDARDS
In West Dunbartonshire, the Board has been involved in a project alongside
Social Work Scotland, WhoCares? Scotland and Future Pathways about
developing a ‘gold standard’ for accessing care records. This is a national project
which will see a document produced for use across all Local Authorities in
Scotland and will create a new expected standard to support those with lived
experience in accessing, reading and understanding their care records.
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Chapter Six

SYSTEMS CHANGE
Introduction
This chapter explores the impact that the Champions Boards approach has had on
systems change, including themes around relationship-based practice, listening to
young people, rights-based approaches, collaboration and sustainability.
Overall, there was clear evidence that the Champions Board approach had
contributed to culture change within partner organisations. Within many of the
partner interviews, this culture change was the main focus of discussion, with
partners reflecting deeply on the difference that taking part in the Boards had made
to them, their team and their organisation.
The findings demonstrate that for many, Champions Boards have helped them to
truly understand what it means to be a Corporate Parent - going beyond the concept
of statutory duties to thinking about getting it right for children and young people with
care experience.
Many of the young people involved in this evaluation also felt that the Champions
Board helped organisations and staff to better understand how to work with young
people with care experience. There was also very good evidence within the
Champions Board self-evaluation reports. The main areas of progress are
highlighted throughout this chapter.
As Scotland works towards the implementation of The Promise and incorporation of
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, learning from Champions Boards is
very timely. It highlights the need for a focus on building understanding, deepening
commitment, collaborating and building relationships, listening to young people and
taking rights-based approaches.

Understanding and commitment
Understanding care experience

There was clear evidence from young people that the Champions Boards helped
organisations to better understand care experience. This was supported by
Champions Board reports and discussions with young people, Champions Board
staff and partners.
Young people felt that Corporate Parents were looking at young people differently,
seeing them as individuals and thinking about the language they should use.
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“

People are more aware, more engaged, more willing to learn and go in
with an open mind.”
-YOUNG PERSONChampions Board staff agreed that the Board increased the profile and awareness of
young people with care experience. Partners agreed that because of the Champions
Board approach, they and their colleagues were much more aware of the challenges
faced by young people with care experience. Through the Boards, partners had
developed a deeper understanding of care experience, and felt that the Board had
highlighted issues or shown them in a different way which changed their thinking.
For example, it helped people to understand the trauma and issues experienced,
why young people with care experience may struggle to engage with services, or
how the opportunities young people with care experience may differ from other
young people’s experiences.
Importantly, partners felt that they were able to hear about the experiences of young
people with care experience in a way which helped them understand both the
challenges experienced, and the strengths, commitment and individuality of young
people with care experience.

“

In the past my experience has been negative, they’ve been a victim or
an offender… rarely do you get to talk to young people and hear their
commitment to making things better.”
-PARTNER, JUSTICE-

Some partners highlighted that through their work, they already had strong
professional experience of the challenges young people with care experience face.
However, involvement in the Champions Boards has enabled partners to hear first
hand about the experiences of young people and the impact on their lives. This has
helped to change and develop the way that teams and services think about young
people with care experience.

“

I will now be more mindful of the lived experience of the young people
and their views of what they expect from an adoptive family.”
-PARTNER, SOCIAL WORK-

Some partners, including many at senior and strategic level, indicated that in their
role they rarely met young people face-to-face, and that learning from the young
people directly was very valuable. Senior and strategic decision makers emphasised
how useful it was to engage with young people through the Champions Board to
keep their knowledge relevant, hear first hand experiences, and keep decision
making grounded in real life experience. Some felt that at a senior level they could
feel quite removed from front line work. The Champions Boards helped people to
connect with people, reminded them of the reason they were doing their work, and
helped them to think about how to maximise the impact of their work on children and
young people and their families.
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“

We can hear their voices when we’re making decisions.”
-PARTNER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE-

For example, a few partners who worked mainly with data found that the Champions
Boards helped them realise that “every statistic is a person”. For one, this had
significantly changed their approach to commissioning services, with young people
now involved in this process. Another talked about how the Champions Board helped
them to think beyond ‘risk’ and actually listen to what young people had to say.
When senior level staff were engaged with Champions Boards, often they worked to
ensure that their refreshed knowledge and commitment could be filtered out to the
rest of their team or organisation.
Decision makers at political level also emphasised the significant difference that
taking part in the Champions Board made to their knowledge and understanding of
young people with care experience. The Champions Boards helped elected
members to:
•
•
•
•

develop their understanding of the systems the young people have to work
through
think about the impact of decisions on individuals - what it actually means to
the young person - not just in terms of a budget and costs
learn about the range of different experiences that young people with care
experience can have
learn not to pre-judge people and trust that young people will make
reasonable requests.

“
“

This has absolutely increased my knowledge and it shapes my
decisions.”
-PARTNER, ELECTED MEMBERAt a committee maybe I’ll challenge ‘what do young people feel about
this, so their opinion is included before a final decision.”
-PARTNER-ELECTED MEMBER-

In two cases, elected members had experienced challenges being chair of the
Champions Board. This was due to gaps in knowledge and expertise, tensions
between representing young people and chairing the group, and concern about not
offending or upsetting the young people.

Understanding corporate parenting

Champions Board staff felt that Boards were helping partners to understand their
responsibilities as Corporate Parents. This awareness of corporate parenting
responsibility was often seen as the first stage in enabling meaningful change to
happen. Partners agreed that their involvement had increased their knowledge and
understanding of corporate parenting. Some partners indicated that organisations
and staff now feel a moral as well as statutory responsibility to corporate parenting.

“

I think there’s far more awareness of what everybody’s responsibilities
are…”
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-PARTNER, EDUCATIONEXAMPLE: CORPORATE PARENTING KITS
In Perth and Kinross, the Board distributed corporate parenting kits made by a
student at college, and they decided to start giving them out to Corporate Parents.
The kits include materials with information for Corporate Parents including
coasters with stark statistics. Corporate Parents only get the kit if they promise to
follow it up with a pledge, for which they can be held accountable.
“The coasters include horrible statistics about care experienced young people and
I think people will see them and want to fix it.”
-YOUNG PERSONA few young people involved in this evaluation raised issues about the term
‘corporate parent’. It was felt that the term was confusing and not always well
understood, either by young people or organisations. A few partners also indicated
that they felt corporate parenting was not a useful phrase. Champions Board staff
agreed that there were challenges to supporting some organisations, services,
teams or individuals to understand corporate parenting.
EXAMPLE: CORPORATE PARENTING PLANS
In East Lothian, young people are involved in the corporate parenting plan and
service re-design. The council has agreed to pay for their input at £10 an hour.
The Board is trying to use opportunities so that young people benefit through their
experience by adding to the CV or being paid for their time.
EXAMPLE: CORPORATE PARENTING RESPONSIBILITIES
One housing and homelessness manager found that the Champions Board made
a big difference to his knowledge and understanding. As a result, he made sure
that the whole team underwent corporate parenting training, so that they all had
the same understanding and awareness of their responsibilities, individually and
as a department.
“Fundamentally, my staff see care experienced young people from a different
perspective. For some it took the training to brush away some preconception and
judgement… If we don’t go the extra mile, the outcomes for these young people
might not be very good.”
-PARTNER, HOUSINGThinking about the rights of young people has become “front and centre” and has
been made very prominent in the training that staff receive.
“We have a bit more understanding when things go wrong. We show a bit of
‘elastic tolerance’ if people are in breach of tenancy or do daft things.”
-PARTNER, HOUSING
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Commitment
Many partners indicated that they were already highly committed to achieving
positive outcomes for young people with care experience. However, many felt that as
they increased their knowledge and awareness of care experience, they became
even more committed to bringing about change.
Partners indicated that Champions Boards helped to shift their commitment from
being an in-principle commitment to a practical commitment, where they felt able to
bring about change. For some, the Champions Board provided a vehicle for driving
the agenda forward in a stronger way, helping them to understand what to do to
contribute.
Champions Boards also made some partners interested to find out more, seek out
resources, and reflect on their own practice. And a few partners mentioned that
being involved in the Champions Board had made them a better person, a better
manager or a more effective practitioner.
For some partners, this increased knowledge and commitment made them feel more
confident to challenge situations where young people with care experience may be
unfairly treated by policy decisions. Some felt that Champions Boards helped them
to be in a stronger position to deliver on wider commitments, such as The Promise.
EXAMPLE: COMMITMENT
In Perth and Kinross, local authority staff started an initiative where young people
with care experience receive birthday and Christmas vouchers. At first, staff were
encouraged to use Secret Santa approaches to buy vouchers to give to young
people. The initiative has grown and #C200 is now set up as a charitable trust.
Local authority staff can contribute through setting up a direct debit from their
salary payment. As well as providing birthday and Christmas vouchers the fund
can also support people with other needs, such as driving lessons.
“It makes sure that nobody’s birthday or Christmas goes unmarked.”
-PARTNER“I thought it was just going to be a one off. But this is a proper charity and big
things are coming from it…That’s really cool that people care and want to do
something.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Senior staff

Many Champions Boards have strong senior support, from chief executives, heads
of service, elected members and senior officials in other public bodies. In some
areas, culture change has been initiated or driven by obtaining buy-in and support
from senior decision makers and influencers.
Partners involved in this evaluation who were at senior level indicated that the
Champions Board helped to ensure that care experience was central to their
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decision making. Involvement helped to contextualise the decisions they made and
raised their awareness of how their decisions impacted on young people with care
experience.

“

It keeps it high profile and in my line of sight.”
-PARTNER, SOCIAL WORK AND CHILDREN-

For some senior decision makers, Champions Boards provided an accountability,
connecting and communicating directly with young people, advocating for them and
fighting for their rights. It helped remind some senior staff that the purpose of their
job was to deliver better outcomes for children and young people with care
experience. A powerful aspect of this was being held to account by passionate
young people.

“

I was always aware at a technical level of the rights of young people. But
after hearing some of their stories I was thinking about how this was in
practice.”
-PARTNER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE-

Young people also felt that this culture change was feeding into reflection on
practice. However, a few Champions Board staff felt that while there was now
greater understanding of care experience among organisations, some partners were
unsure how to take this forward into action.
In many instances, Champions Boards were encouraging partners to explore the
language they use when talking about care experience. Through Champions Boards,
partners discussed how to use language that is more accessible, sounds more like a
family, and is dignified and supportive. In some cases, Champions Boards produced
guidance or informed training on appropriate use of language.
EXAMPLE: LANGUAGE
One elected member with a senior strategic role found that the language he used
around care experience changed as a result of being involved in the Champions
Board. He also thought more about how to advertise fostering in a way that is
more dignified for everyone. He felt that something like that wouldn’t have
occurred to him before he was involved in the Champions Board. As a result of
the Champions Board, elected members more widely are also more aware of care
experience.

Listening to young people
Almost all partners felt that there had been a clear shift in terms of how their
organisation or team listened to young people, through the Champions Board.

Involving young people in decisions

Partners said that when developing their policies and practices, they were now
involving young people in areas they hadn’t been involved in before, or were
involving young people much earlier than before. Many felt that this shifted
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engagement and involvement from being tokenistic to being much more meaningful.
Champions Board staff also highlighted this shift.

“

The young people’s views are now sought before any other work is
carried out.”
-PARTNER, SOCIAL WORK AND CHILDREN-

In many cases, the Champions Boards became the go to place to explore views of
young people with care experience. Partners and staff reported much more of a
culture around gathering young people’s views and involving them in decision
making structures. Staff at all levels were seeing a real cultural shift and willingness
to engage with young people with care experience, to improve their outcomes.

“

Those young people are teaching us how to do our job. I think before,
we never really took the time to listen to young people.”
-PARTNER, JUSTICE-

As a result, some partners highlighted that they were changing their practice, so that
children and young people were involved at all stages of developing new policies or
strategies. A few partners said that the wider context in which they were operating,
with The Promise and a focus on children’s rights, helped to give partners
permission to really listen to children and young people and try out the things they
suggest. Partners and staff talked about how the principles and ethos of The
Promise had become embedded within the changes that were happening at local
level, and the commitments within The Promise had helped to lever and enable
change.
However, in some areas partners felt that while young people were now much more
involved in discussions, there was more to do in thinking about how to get young
people’s input from the start of the process, rather than towards the end.
EXAMPLE: CULTURE CHANGE
In East Renfrewshire, those involved in the Champions Board felt that there had
been significant culture change. In particular:
•
•
•
•

participation and engagement were embedded in practice
there was an increase in desire to support and include young people with
care experience
relationships between Corporate Parents and young people were created
awareness spread resulting in Corporate Parents across the Board
exploring what they can do - not only those on the Board.

Young people driving the agenda

Partners also indicated that young people were able to drive the agenda and
conversation, to focus on the issues that were important to them. Some partners said
that through hearing about what is important to young people, very simple changes
could be made to improve experiences.
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“

Young people definitely have the reins. It is about empowering them.
What they have done is really special.”
-PARTNER, JUSTICE

Some partners also stressed how helpful it was to hear young people’s experiences.
A few said that their work was much more successful now, because they were
listening to what young people had to say. Some felt that they were able to build a
service which met the needs of children, young people and families, rather than the
needs of the team or organisation. A few said they felt better able to challenge the
way things are done and suggest new ways of working that better suit young
people’s needs.

“

What we’ve found out is, if we listen we have much more success.”
-PARTNER, HOUSING-

EXAMPLE: GLASGOW FOSTERING
In Glasgow, the manager of the local authority fostering service was involved in
the Champions Board. This brought her closer to the direct experience of young
people, and through listening to the Champions Board there is now a young
person with care experience involved in delivering training for foster carers. They
are also exploring how young people with care experience can be involved in the
assessment process for foster carers.
“The PAC group really helped direct us on what is important to them. And they
reminded us that there are practical things you can do.”
-PARTNERAnnual foster carer reviews have also been adapted to better include the views of
young people. A consultation was undertaken with young people to find out the
right questions to ask them at an annual foster review.
“We are absolutely changing how we work…Young people have been given a
message that their views are important and valued.”
-PARTNER-
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Relationship-based practice
Relationship-based practice recognises the importance of effective personal and
professional relationships in achieving successful outcomes and recognises the
complexity of these relationships.

Relationships between partners and young people

The young people involved in this evaluation felt that Champions Boards had
contributed to better relationships between the individual young participants in the
Board and Corporate Parents. This is explored in detail in Chapter Four, Impact on
Young Participants.
Partners also said that they had developed strong individual relationships with the
young people involved in Champions Boards. Partners felt that this humanised the
professionals and broke down barriers. Some felt that engaging with young people in
a different environment, and in an informal and relaxed environment, helped to
develop these relationships.
Some partners highlighted that these individual relationships were helping to build
trust in organisations and Corporate Parents more generally. Some felt that young
people were beginning to know that they would be taken seriously, and that staff
would advocate on their behalf. Partners felt that it took time to build trust, but that
they were moving in the right direction.
One elected member indicated that the Champions Board had helped to
demonstrate that if young people ask for something, people will listen, and if it is
feasible then the local authority and partners will explore it. The elected member felt
that this would encourage young people to engage with elected members more in
general.

“

I made a promise that I wouldn’t make a major decision without
consulting them first.”
-PARTNER, ELECTED MEMBER-

EXAMPLE: RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE
In Argyll and Bute, the Postcard Project promoted relationship-based practice
between Corporate Parents and young people with care experience. The project
was based on the idea of young people and Corporate Parents engaging on a
one-to-one basis by writing postcards to each other. The project allowed for
personalised contact between young people and Corporate Parents, promoting a
relationship-based approach. The Champions Board Coordinator felt that it
worked well as the engagement was personal, but also indirect, with no pressure
to engage directly or face-to-face. The project was well received by Corporate
Parents, with some also including small gifts with their postcard responses to
young people.
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EXAMPLE: RELATIONSHIPS IN PERTH AND KINROSS
When the Children and Young People’s Act and Corporate Parenting Duties came
into force, the Chief Executive at Perth and Kinross was a very strong advocate
and promoted a strong approach to corporate parenting. The executive team had
a good understanding of the importance of delivering better outcomes for children
and young people with care experience.
Corporate parenting was formalised through strategic partnerships. While there
was a strong commitment from those involved it was formal. There was an
ambition to involve young people, but this had not yet happened.
The introduction of the Champions Board changed the approach, and got young
people involved. Corporate Parents also developed good, longstanding
relationships with young people.
The young people strongly influenced the training provided to Corporate Parents.
The young people made a film following the lives of two young people, one born
into care and one not. This film and training package that goes along with it is
impactful and powerful and has enhanced commitment and support across the
council and its partners. The film won The Promise award for innovation.
The Trust’s funding was instrumental in enabling the resources to take the work
forward. The funding enabled the Champions Board to appoint a young person
with care experience as a youth worker, providing youth work and through care
and aftercare support.
Most Champions Board staff felt that positive relationships were developing, but that
this could be challenging and new to many organisations. It could also be difficult as
many of the young people’s challenges lie with the Corporate Parents. Some
partners agreed that in developing relationships they felt a bit vulnerable and out of
their comfort zone, but that it was powerful and interesting.

“

… we are actually put out of our comfort zones which I actually quite
liked… It can be a really powerful experience. It can be kind of emotive,
but it can also be a lot of fun.”
-PARTNER, FURTHER EDUCATION-

A few partners also said that there were limitations to the relationships that they
could form with individual young people, given the nature of their role. For example,
in one Board relationship-based practice was established as one of the fundamental
foundations for young people with care experience, some social work staff reported
that they were not allowed to maintain relationships and were discouraged from
doing so. The Board continues to work to challenge this. In another Board, partners
found that the relationships they had with the young people meant that they didn’t
want to disappoint them, which impacted on their ability to be honest.
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Building relationship-based practice into everyday work

As well as building relationships between young people and individual partners,
Champions Boards were also influencing the development of relationship-based
practice in partners’ wider work.
Some individuals were taking their experience of the Champions Board and building
it into their wider practice. For example, staff were maintaining more informal
relationships with young people, being more consistent in their relationships with
young people, and thinking carefully about their day to day interactions with young
people. A few felt that the Champions Board had enabled and empowered them to
build stronger relationships with the young people they worked with. Some at both
frontline and senior level said that they were working in a way which was more
empathetic, thoughtful and understanding.

“

It’s changed our notion or view of what our role is, not just employees, as
Corporate Parents. It’s given us permission to be committed.”
-PARTNER, EMPLOYABILITY-

A few partners said that they now feel confident encouraging others to take a
relationship-based and person-centred approach, as the Champions Board makes it
feel normal and appropriate to work in this way.
EXAMPLE: RELATIONSHIP-BASED PRACTICE
In South Ayrshire partners have redesigned services to try to shift away from the
referral model, where people reach a certain age or stage they are automatically
referred on to another department. They are trying to embed a shift in culture to
recognise which people have the most significant relationships with the young
people.
“Let’s not let our systems and processes and nice little neat boxes and teams get
in the way of the fact that the relationship the child has with someone is actually
far more important.”
-PARTNER More widely, Champions Boards also provided partners with opportunities to learn
about relationship-based practice, through training and events. Overall, partners felt
that they were getting better at recognising that young people are individual human
beings, within the system.
EXAMPLE: VOICE OF THE CHILD
In Moray, the Champions Board was involved in the Voice of the Child project. As
part of this, teaching staff, children’s hearing panel members and social workers
attended a session on relationships, listening to children and the role of corporate
parenting. The issue of how to listen to children was central.
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Rights-based approach
Partners, staff and young people felt that the Champions Board approach was
strongly focused on rights and indicated that rights were at the heart of Champions
Board meetings. The rights-based approach was:
•
•
•
•
•

increasing understanding of rights among Corporate Parents
increasing the ability of Corporate Parents to advocate on behalf of young
people with care experience
helping young people to raise their voice about specific issues
embedding young people’s experiences within policy and practice design and
review - keeping their needs and rights at the forefront
increasing awareness of rights among children and young people with care
experience - for example to digital inclusion, to a passport and bank account,
or to have your voice heard.

EXAMPLE: PRACTICE CHANGE
In Stirling, the Champions Board has worked closely with the local authority to
develop the new corporate parenting plan, to ensure that young people’s rights
are understood and included. The young people developed a series of eight
statements beginning with “I…” that they felt should be true for all young people
in care. These statements were produced as a collaborative artwork, by the
young people and set the direction for the new corporate parenting plan. The ‘I’
statements will now be mapped to the local authority strategic outcomes and the
recommendations from The Promise.
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Collaboration
The Champions Board scorecard 2020 found that there was good collaboration
between partners:

Most partners felt that the Champions Board approach strengthened their
collaboration with other teams, services and organisations. Boards could act as a
lever to attract partners, to build stronger partnerships and to think about joint
working in a more meaningful way. Partners felt that the Boards connected partners
around the issues that were important to young people, giving structure to
collaboration with partners and young people.
It also helped people to connect informally outwith the Board work, enabling them to
work better in partnership across all areas of their work. This was particularly
important for some frontline and middle management staff, who felt that through the
Champions Board they had broken down barriers with other teams, services and
organisations. Staff now felt that they would pick up the phone and call partners, or
chat to them at Champions Board meetings. Staff also felt they had access to extra
links, extra support and more knowledge of who to approach for specific things.
In some cases, partners felt that they already worked together, but the Board helped
to enrich the joint working. Partners felt that they had a sense of collectively trying to
address challenges, tackle complex issues and improve the lives of young people
with care experience. In discussing joint working, a small number of interviewees
highlighted challenges in joint working with partners - for example challenges
aligning processes between the authority, partners, and Life Changes Trust which
impacted on, for example, ability to effectively administer a grant scheme for young
people with care experience.
There are further examples of joint working and collaboration within Chapter Five,
Impact on Policy and Practice.
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Public awareness
The Champions Board scorecard 2020 found that although progress had been
made, there was still work to do to address perceptions of young people with care
experience.

Many of the young people involved in this evaluation felt that there was a better level
of awareness and understanding among partners and Corporate Parents, but most
were less sure about wider public awareness.
There is good evidence from the Champions Boards reports that a lot of activity has
taken place to raise awareness of young people with care experience - including
events, projects, campaigns and social media content. This activity focused on
challenging stigma and raising awareness. Champions Board staff agreed that the
care experienced agenda had become more prominent - both because of
Champions Boards and because of wider high profile changes including the launch
of The Promise.
EXAMPLE: RAISING PUBLIC AWARENESS
In South Ayrshire, young people from the Champions Board were very involved in
developing the South Ayrshire Parenting Promise for 2021 to 2030. To raise
awareness of the Parenting Promise, the Champions Board held an outdoor
screening of a film it had developed on young people’s views, for friends and
family. 120 people attended the event, including young people, families, staff,
volunteers, Corporate Parents and some members of the general public who had
previously had no engagement with the Champions Board. The event was felt to
be very successful, with a great turnout and young people said they felt proud and
listened to.
Some Boards have linked in with the work of partners, such as Who Cares?
Scotland to raise public awareness. Young Champions Board participants have also
often been actively involved in awareness raising activity. Some had shared
experience with senior decision makers at national level, including the First Minister.
However, there was little evidence within the reports of what difference this had
made to public awareness.
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Partners indicated that it was hard to tell what difference the Champions Boards had
made to wider public awareness, but most hoped that through events and activities
there had been some increase in awareness around care experience and corporate
parenting. However, a few wondered whether their Board had aimed to do this and a
few had mixed views about whether this should be the aim of the Champions Board.
A few were concerned about young people with care experience being encouraged
to have a very public facing role, feeling that they had to tell their story over and
over.

Culture change and sustainability
The Champions Board Scorecard 2020 highlights that most felt that there was a
commitment from partners to long term support for the Champions Board process.

In many areas, there was a confidence among staff and partners that the work was
embedded within the culture of organisations to the extent that it could now continue.
The level of confidence changed clearly between the timing of our fieldwork with staff
(mainly in 2020) and the completion of this report (summer 2021). By mid 2021 most
Champions Boards were reporting that they would continue in some way. Many
pointed to the role of the Trust’s grant funding in building a strong foundation from
which participation and engagement with young people with care experience can be
built, in the wider context of The Promise. Many highlighted that The Promise
consolidated support for a Champions Board type approach, and that Champions
Boards meant that the work on The Promise is not starting from the beginning.
Many Boards had adapted their approach to ensure that the work was sustainable
and supported beyond the life of the Life Changes Trust funding. Of the 21 Boards
supported through the Trust’s funding:
•
•

•
•

One is now supported through permanent, dedicated positions
Three are continuing with support from within the local authority. In one of
these areas, children and family services has made a commitment to
significant resourcing to continue direct engagement with the Champions
Board, and for this to become broader in scope. In another, a Your Voice, Our
Promise team has been created to continue the Champions Board work
through existing staff roles.
One has ring-fenced funding for the Champions Board within a wider redesign of Children’s Services, based on a report setting out the funds needed
from each service to sustain the Board at its current level.
One is being continued to April 2022 due to additional funding focusing on
mental health.
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•
•

Two have used their existing funding to last longer through 2021,and in one of
these areas senior management have assured that the Champions Board is a
priority service and will be continued.
Two are exploring options formally with Corporate Parents for supporting the
Champions Board.

There was strong commitment for ongoing work to strengthen and broaden
engagement with young people with care experience, and ongoing work to shift
cultures within partner organisations. There was a high degree of confidence that the
approach would continue to be supported by Corporate Parents beyond these dates.
Each Champions Board was at a different stage in development. For example, all of
the Wave One funded Champions Boards had plans in place either to sustain Board
activity permanently, for a defined period, or were formally exploring options for
sustaining activities. In most cases, plans for sustainability were less clear for the
Boards funded later, over Waves Two and Three.
EXAMPLE: BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY FROM THE START
In East Renfrewshire, sustainability was built in from the start. The Champions
Board is led by a social worker based in the Youth Intensive Support Team. The
Board started at the same time as this team was established. It was important for
the two services to be aligned and to work closely. The post is permanent so the
Champions Board will remain staffed long term.
“The really positive thing is that this is really long term. We might not see the
change overnight for everybody, but I might see it in five years. It’s a long term
piece of work for me.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFFEXAMPLE: JOINT FUNDING
In North Lanarkshire, there is agreement that once the funding from Life Changes
Trust ends, the local authority, HSCP, Fire Service and Police Scotland will fund
the Champions Board, as all partners recognise that it is valuable.
EXAMPLE: EMBEDDED IN LOCAL AUTHORITY
In South Ayrshire, the Champions Board development officer and Participation
Assistants are now employed by the local authority. There is also a small grants
fund provided by the local authority, at £8,000 per year. The Life Changes Trust
funding enabled the Champions Board to get started in a flexible and supportive
way, and there are now plans for the Champions Board to continue to grow.
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However, in a few cases the end of the Trust’s funding and the pandemic had
combined to lead to uncertainty about the future of the Champions Board, and the
development support available. A small number of Boards were on pause and did
not have a certain future. A few were concerned about sustaining the approach
without funding or a dedicated person in post, to provide consistency and maintain
and build links with young people. A few felt that there was a significant risk of going
backwards, with the loss of core funded posts, even for Champions Boards that were
previously thriving.
The value of the funding from the Life Changes Trust was highlighted strongly by
staff and partners.
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Chapter Seven

NATIONAL NETWORK
Introduction
This chapter explores views on the National Champions Board Network and the
difference it has made to the development of the Champions Boards. The Network
provides opportunities for people involved in Champions Boards, whether funded by
the Life Changes Trust or not, to connect, build skills, share learning and support
one another. It is facilitated by an independent Coordinator who works in a relational
way with Champions Boards staff and young people. Over the time of this
evaluation, the Network was entirely online, with regular drop-in online peer learning
sessions, and larger online events focusing on specific topics and themes.
These findings show the importance of investing in network spaces, where young
people, practitioners and other staff can support one another, develop their thinking
and find a sense of community.

Existing evidence
The Champions Board scorecard information from 2020 and 2018 found that
respondents were very positive about the opportunities to network with and learn
from other Champions Boards. The Trust’s approach to sharing learning was felt to
be working well.

In 2020, while most agreed that they had opportunities to network and learn from
other Boards, almost a third (29%) disagreed or were unsure. The scorecard report
indicated that the Covid-19 pandemic, combined with staff changes over this time,
was likely to have been a key factor in this.
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Impact for young people
Some of the young people we interviewed had attended in-person national or
networking events with other Champions Boards, pre Covid-19. Generally, young
people enjoyed these events and found them helpful. Young people felt that the
events offered the opportunity to:
•
•
•
•
•

learn - for example about what works and what makes a difference
hear - what other Boards are dong and how it is working
showcase - share their own work at their Board
influence - put their point across and have their voice heard
network - meet other young people and partners from other Boards.

“

They are great for meeting new people and making links.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Young people enjoyed having the chance to talk to people from all over Scotland.
Hearing from other Boards helped to influence local Champions Board priorities. For
example in one area discussions about mental health at the network encouraged the
young people at this Board to focus in on mental health as a priority area. A few
young people also indicated that the events also helped to identify issues that were
common across Champions Boards and needed to be raised nationally.

“

They’re very useful. They bring us together as a collective.”
-YOUNG PERSON-

Young people indicated that they found the atmosphere of these events very
collaborative, with a focus on learning and sharing. Some also mentioned that they
made friends at the events. A small number said they felt there was too much focus
on the problems that staff faced in their roles, and that there was a little bit of
showing off and competition between Boards.
A few young people would like to see more focused joint working between Boards in
between sessions, to try to work together to solve issues. Conversely, a few felt that
the other Boards were different from theirs, and they didn’t have much in common.
Most of the young people we spoke to said they would love another opportunity to
attend an event in the near future. Those who didn’t know about the Network said
they would like to be involved.
Many partners and staff highlighted that the events were both enjoyable and useful
for young people. Partners and staff felt that for young people, the events:
•
•
•
•

encouraged skills development and independence
recognised young people in a positive way
offered opportunities to celebrate and share successes
made the young people feel special.
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Staff and partners felt that the events were designed in a way which enabled young
people to participate equally with others and engaged everyone.
Few young people had attended the online Network sessions. A few young people
who worked for the Boards had attended sessions and found these useful to pick up
ideas from other Champions Boards.
EXAMPLE: JOINT PROJECT
One young person talked about a joint project between Falkirk and East Lothian
Champions Boards. Young people are making a video explaining all the reasons
that a young person with care experience might lose a tenancy, and how to
manage a tenancy. The film covers issues around trust, relationships and money
in relation to the housing system. Young people are involved in writing scripts for
the film, and actors are being hired to play the parts.

Impact for staff and partners
Most staff felt that the Champions Board Network had been invaluable - allowing
Boards to:
•
•
•
•
•

connect - feel connected with others, develop a shared experience and feel
part of something bigger, particularly as their role can be unique and quite
lonely
discuss - have interesting and inspiring discussions around key themes
share practice and ideas - particularly around strengthening participation and
engagement
celebrate - showcase and recognise successes
reflect - take time to learn and reflect on what works and what doesn’t.

Some staff highlighted that the Network was particularly useful during lockdown,
providing support, ideas and encouragement. Staff found the online space a great
platform through the pandemic, enabling them to access support, build ideas, share
learning and develop a resource base. A few preferred the online learning sessions
to face-to-face events, feeling these were more focused and a more meaningful
exchange of learning around key themes.

“

It felt like a really organic learning environment.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFF-

Some staff felt that the events had made a difference to how they had developed
their own Board, mainly through the sharing of ideas and experience. A few
mentioned that the network was particularly useful when they first started their role.
A few had made connections between Boards which they followed up outwith
network events, to support one another and discuss ideas.

“

It makes a huge difference to the progress of Boards.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFF-
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Generally, staff found the events well organised and fair, with different Boards taking
the lead, identifying themes they would like to discuss or hosting sessions. A few felt
that the events were not particularly useful to them because:
•
•
•

their work was quite different to others
there was too much focus on success stories rather than learning
they didn’t feel able to network effectively at events.

A few of the partners involved in this evaluation had attended the National Network
events. Those who had attended found that they were useful days which celebrated
success, shared experience and encouraged reflection.

“

I think they are useful because you’re seeing the good practice in
different areas.”
-PARTNER, JUSTICE-

As part of this evaluation we spoke with two Champions Boards not funded through
the Trust. Both had participated in the Network, through email updates, face-to-face
events and online events. These Boards felt that the network helped through:
•
•
•
•
•

peer support
sharing of ideas and approaches
sense checking and comparing progress
discussing sustainable approaches to Champions Board work
jointly exploring challenges posed by The Promise.

The discussions between Boards were felt to be particularly useful, prompting
Boards to consider approaches and whether these would work in their area. For
example, one Board learned that some other Boards have a much more informal
style, having meals together, and tried this approach in their area. It was not
particularly successful, but it was a useful idea to try. This Board also considered
expanding its age range upwards, which some other Boards were doing.

“

You do have a greater sense of community, where it’s not about
competition, it’s about collaboration.”
-CHAMPIONS BOARD STAFF, NOT TRUST FUNDED-

In one area, direct support was provided through the National Network, which
significantly influenced the establishment of the Champions Board. A development
day was held with partners, with support from the National Network Coordinator. The
Coordinator facilitated workshops to initiate conversations about how to set up a
Champions Board and how their organisation or team could contribute. Staff and
partners were pleased with the day, feeling that this helped to get the Champions
Board established in the local area. Soon afterwards, the first full meeting of the
Champions Board took place.
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Chapter Eight

CONCLUSIONS
Nurturing leadership, skills and aspiration
The Champions Board approach is having a significant impact on the young people
involved. Young participants in Champions Boards see clear developments in their
confidence, aspirations, wider skills for life and learning and leadership skills. More
than this, the Champions Boards are enabling young people to develop strong
relationships with one another, and with adults, providing an important sense of
family, friendship and connection. Champions Boards are special places where
young people are empowered, have fun and support one another in a safe space
that is their own.
Champions Boards recognise that it takes time to build the skills to lead and
influence decisions. The Champions Boards give young people the space and
capacity to build these skills, with the dedicated support needed to empower young
people to take the lead. The Champions Board National Network has also played an
important role in building skills and leadership, particularly when face to face events
were possible pre-pandemic.
Champions Boards are thinking carefully about how best to support people to lead
and take decisions. Finding the balance between deepening relationships and
maintaining an ongoing commitment to inclusion and representation is a challenge in
all types of community engagement and community participation activity and is not
unique to Champions Boards. There is an ongoing challenge between engaging a
wide range of young people with care experience and developing a skilled group of
young people who are able to lead and influence decisions. This came through
clearly in the evaluation, with some young people feeling uncomfortable using the
word ‘leader’ when thinking of themselves.
The funding provided by the Life Changes Trust has helped the Boards to employ
dedicated people to support and empower young people and provide resources to
invest in skills development and relationship building. These funded roles provide
Boards with the driving force and energy they need to make things happen. The
opportunity for young people to have paid roles within Champions Boards is also
important, helping young people to develop their leadership skills, and think about
their goals and aspirations for the future.
Overall, these findings clearly demonstrate the impact of Champions Boards on the
wellbeing of children and young people and touch on important rights issues, such
as having a voice in decisions that affect your life. These findings also show the
investment, long-term commitment, creativity and flexibility that is needed to create
the right environment for children and young people to have a genuine voice which
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can influence the design and delivery of services. These findings are important in the
context of The Promise, Corporate Parenting and the UNCRC.

Influencing policy and practice
Champions Boards are having a significant influence on policy and practice within
partner organisations. There are many examples of organisations, services and
teams changing their approaches because of the Champions Boards, across the
fields of housing, education, health, social care, employability and justice. Most
young people involved in the evaluation feel that they have been able to bring about
change, either through contributing to change in policy or practice, or through
working on something that should make a difference in the future.
In many areas, the Champions Boards have been part of a transformational culture
shift, in the context of wider activity around The Promise and children’s rights, which
has helped make it easier for partners to listen to children and young people and
adapt policy and practice in response.
However, in a few areas partners remain at the beginning of this transformational
journey. The ability of young people, and partners, to talk about change varied very
significantly between Champions Boards. It takes time to bring about this significant
cultural shift, and a few remain unsure how to achieve change, translate discussion
into action, or communicate change effectively to young people.
These findings show the important role that Champions Boards have played in
bridging some of the gaps between national policy intention and the realities of life
for children, young people and families.

Wider systems change
Champions Boards are helping organisations to better understand care experience,
think about the language they use, understand corporate parenting responsibilities
and the rights of young people, and think about how the decisions they make impact
on the lives of young people with care experience. This is contributing to wider
cultural shifts through building a commitment to bring about change and developing
a sense of moral responsibility towards corporate parenting.
Champions Boards are bringing about a clear shift in how organisations listen to
young people, with many organisations now involving young people in decisions at
an earlier stage, across all aspects of policy development, and in a meaningful way.
Young people feel that Corporate Parents are looking at young people differently and
seeing them as individuals. Both through their local Champions Boards, and the
National Champions Boards Network, staff and partners feel connected around the
issues that are important to young people, building stronger partnerships and giving
structure to collaboration.
Most feel that there is a commitment from partners to long term support for the
Champions Board approach. In many areas there is a confidence that the work was
embedded within the culture of organisations to the extent that it can now continue -
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particularly with The Promise helping to consolidate support for this type of
approach. However, in a few cases the end of the Trust’s funding and the pandemic
has combined to lead to uncertainty about the future of the Champions Board and
the development support available.
Overall, there was clear evidence that the Champions Board approach had
contributed to culture change within partner organisations. These findings
demonstrate that for many, Champions Boards have helped them to understand
what it means to be a Corporate Parent, going beyond the concept of statutory
duties to thinking about getting it right for children and young people with care
experience.
As Scotland works towards the implementation of The Promise and incorporation of
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, learning from Champions Boards is
very timely. It highlights the need for a focus on building understanding, deepening
commitment, collaborating and building relationships, listening to young people and
taking rights-based approaches.

Final thoughts
At Research Scotland we feel privileged and excited to have been part of this
evaluation. Talking to so many young people, Corporate Parents and staff involved
in Champions Boards gave us a very clear sense of the real change that has taken
place through the Champions Board approach. In talking with Corporate Parents, the
passion and real culture change that has taken place through the Champions Board
approach shone through clearly. Young people’s focus on bringing about change for
others - not for themselves - was inspiring and motivational. At the same time, the
value that young people placed on the Champions Board as a family and place for
connecting, eating together, celebrating and having fun was clear. Champions
Boards are special places for young people, where lasting change can be achieved
which will improve the lives of young people with care experience for years to come.
Our final words must be for our team of young peer evaluators, who gave up their
valuable time to help us with all aspects of this work over a very challenging time.
Thank you - we’ve loved every minute!
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Appendix One

TRUST FUNDING
Aberdeen

FUNDING
AMOUNT
£219,117

ADDITIONAL
FUNDING
£100,000

Argyll and Bute

£221,055

-

Dumfries and Galloway

£221,150

£99,858

Dundee

£225,674

£100,000

East Dunbartonshire

£224,682

-

East Lothian

£224,838

-

East Renfrewshire

£224,900

£100,000

Edinburgh

£179,400

-

Falkirk

£201,160

£100,000

Glasgow

£224,807

Highland

£225,000

£100,000

Inverclyde

£225,000

£100,000

Midlothian

£193,380

£99,316

Moray

£223,707

£80,000

North Lanarkshire

£159,481

-

Perth and Kinross

£225,000

£92,000

Renfrewshire

£223,778

£224,000

South Ayrshire

£224,000

£100,000

Stirling

£219,217

-

West Dunbartonshire

£224,167

-

West Lothian

£209,043

LIFE CHANGES TRUST FUNDING
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 3: 2019 to
2022

Additional: 2019
to 2021
-

Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 3: 2018 to
2021
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 3: 2018 to
2021
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 1: 2016 to
2019
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 3: 2018 to
2021
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020
Wave 2: 2017 to
2020

Additional: 2019
to 2021
Additional: 2019
to 2021
-

Additional: 2020
to 2022
Additional: 2019
to 2021
-

ACTIVITY PRE
LCT FUNDING
2013

2011
(established
participation group
for YPCE)
2015

Additional: 2019
to 2021
Additional: 2019
to 2021
Additional: 2020
to 2022
Additional: 2019
to 2021
Additional: 2019
to 2021
Additional: 2020
to 2022
Additional: 2019
to 2022
Additional: 2020
to 2022
-

2016
2015
2014

(established care
reference group)
(established youth
forum for YPCE)
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Appendix Two

LEARNING FROM THE
EVALUATION PROCESS
Engaging with Champions Boards
The Champions Boards were very supportive of the evaluation, giving up their time
to discuss local arrangements for evaluation, taking part in interviews and providing
support with fieldwork contacts and co-ordination. In the circumstances, with
restrictions changing quickly due to the pandemic, it took us all a while to realise that
all fieldwork would need to be done remotely. Initially there was a strong preference
from Boards for face-to-face fieldwork with young people.
We believe that phone and online interviews worked just as effectively for staff and
partners as face-to-face options. Most are very used to working remotely now, and
comfortable chatting openly and honestly over online platforms or over the phone.
Many were also very comfortable with their interview being recorded, which enabled
the development of a useful additional video output from the evaluation.

Virtual fieldwork with young people
Phone and online interviews worked very well for some young people. However
there are some who may be facing barriers to participation due to not feeling
comfortable using these methods. For some answering the phone or taking part in
an online discussion is a major achievement. A few young people expressed a
preference for a supported survey, which they could complete over time with another
young person supporting them. This approach appeared to work well, encouraging
responses from some young people who may not otherwise have participated in the
research.
To help people to feel more comfortable and relaxed we offered Just Eat vouchers to
allow young people to buy refreshments or offered to cover the cost of pizza/ food
through the Champions Board. As young people now tend to be coming together in
groups less (due to changing restrictions) the vouchers have proven more useful
than the provision of food for a group.
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Working with peer evaluators
We have worked with eleven peer evaluators. The young people have been
committed, interested and very helpful. We have very much enjoyed working with
them.
Joint training sessions held for the young people at the outset of the project were
useful. They covered basics, particularly anonymity, confidentiality and consent. In
all cases, individual follow up was also needed, when young people had other
commitments or issues at the time of training. Group sessions offered the
opportunity for young people to meet one another, and individual sessions were
more flexible and focused on individual support with evaluation. Both have played a
useful part in the work.
There has been a strong interest in helping out with interviews and groups. Many
partners were happy for peer evaluators to sit in. We found that interviewees were
very keen to involve the peer researchers, and we got just as much information and
reflection in the interviews with the peer researchers present as we did in those we
undertook ourselves. Having more people involved did not seem to impact on the
ability of partners to reflect on their own experience. Staff and partners are
committed but very busy and pressured, particularly so in the context of the Covid-19
pandemic. Interviews sometimes changed at the last minute which could be
unsettling for some peer researchers who liked to be well prepared.
Peer evaluators have strongly influenced and strengthened the outputs of this
evaluation, including:
•
•
•
•
•

the colour scheme, design and illustrations used throughout the report
the style and focus of case studies
the audio project - focusing on young people’s voices
the corporate parenting video - focusing on partner experiences
the presentation of findings.

Through this work we have learned:
• to do more to clarify the role of the peer researchers at the outset - they are
not attending research interviews to answer questions about their own
personal experience, but are an important member of the research team
• to be clear that researchers need to be independent - the research process
must not be influenced by personal views, but can then be useful afterwards
for the young people who want to bring about change
• virtual engagement works very well for observing interviews and beginning to
take on responsibility for asking questions - but is harder for getting young
people involved in analysis tasks
• to carefully manage the time peer evaluators put in - as a few were very keen.
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